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Pursuant to
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'OTION

2.718(j), the

LUIS OBISPO

SAN

SCENXC SHORELXNE PRESERVATION CONFERENCES

ECOLOGY ACTION CLUB J SANDRA SXLVERg GORDON S ILVERg

APFELBERG, and JOHN

J.

FORSTER

(" Joint Intervenors"

)

ELIZABETH

hereby

request the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to reopen the
record in the Diablo Canyon Nuclear. Power Plant (" Diablo Canyon"

operating license proceeding for the purpose of
receiving significant new evidence with respect to contentions
arising out. of the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island
Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2 ("TMI-2"). For the reasons set
forth herein, Joint Intervenors submit that the standards appli-

full power

cable to a motion to reopen the record and admit

late-filed

contentions are satisfied, and they respectfully urge that the

)

motion be granted by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(" licensing board").

INTRODUCTION

Joint Intervenors filed a Request to
Reopen or, in the Alternative, Request for Directed Certification
to the Commission. That request was based primarily on new
evidence drawn from the TMI-2 accident, and it focussed solely
on the two issues most obviously implicated by that accident:
On May

emergency response

9, 1979,

planning and Class

9

accident analysis.

At

the request of the Commission Staff, the licensing board deferred
its ruling on Joint Intervenors'pplication pending "completion

of the Staff inquiry and report as to the effects of the Three
„1/ That.
Mile Island accident on the Diablo Canyon proceeding."request to defer was recently reaffirmed by memorandum to the
2/ No ruling has yet been issued.
board on January 12, 1981. —
July 7, 1980, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
("PGandE") requested by letter to the NRC an authorization to
conduct low power tests at the Diablo Canyon facility. Seven
days later, on July 14, 1980, PGandE formally moved for the
issuance of operating licenses to "(i) load fuel, (ii) proceed
On

1/ Order Relative to Joint Intervenors'equest to Reopen
or, in the Alternative, Request for Directed Certification
(June 5, 1979).

2/ NRC Staff Response to Licensing Board's Order for
Status of Request to Defer Ruling (January 12, 1981).

initial criticality, (iii) perform

startup testing at zero
power, and (iv) . . . operate each such unit for testing at
reactor core power levels not in excess of five percent of its
„3/
rated power
4/ Joint
Pursuant to orders of the licensing board, —
to

filed

contentions on December 3, 1980,
the vast majority of which were derived from the experience at
TMI and various studies, reports, and investigations initiated
during the months following the accident and completed as
recently as June 1980. In addition to the questions of emergency

Intervenors timely

27,

analysis which were the subject of their
pending Request to Reopen, Joint Intervenors included significant
safety issues focussing on specific components, systems, and
operator action and inaction determined upon investigation
subsequent to the accident to have caused or contributed to its
planning and Class

9

occurrence and severity.

contentions are based

The

information

was developed

upon which these

after Joint
Intervenors'equestto

Reopen was

filed
in
/

May 1979.

February 13, 1981, the licensing board issued a
Prehearing Conference Order in the Diablo Canyon. low-power test,
admitted five Joint Intervenor contentions
proceeding in which
On

it

3/ Motion of Applicant Pacific

for Licenses for
(July 14, 1980).

Gas and
Power
Low
and
Fuel Loading

Electric

Company

Testing, at

1

4/ Order Granting Additional Time for Contentions Relative
to Fuel Loading and Low Power Testing (October 24, 1980);
Order Relative to PGandE's Motion for 'Reconsideration of the
October 24, 1980 Board Order (November 5, 1980).

ii

5/
deferred decision on three others, but denied fifteen.—
In virtually every instance, the rationale for denial was the
board's finding, in essence, that the contention had an insufficiently
and

direct relationship to a specific requirement contained in
„6/
NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Reguirements."On this basis alone, the board concluded that a substantial
number of Joint Intervenor contentions were inadmissible as a
matter of law and, accordingly, that as to those, no right to a
hearing existed.

Without conceding the

validity of that order, but in

part in light of the denial of contentions contained in it,
Joint Intervenors now move to reopen the record in the full
power operating license proceeding for the purpose of receiving
significant new evidence derived from the TMI-2 accident. This
motion is founded most importantly upon the need at Diablo
Canyon to consider and resolve a number of serious issues demonstrated at TMI to bear significantly on the safety of plant
operation and the health and safety of the public. As is
discussed at length infra at 40-52, this application is appropriate
now in light of all the circumstances,,particularly the continuing development by the NRC Staff of its position"regarding
the accident and the recent TMI-related policy revision issued
5/ At a prehearing conference held on January 28 and 29,
1981, Joint Intervenors orally withdrew four of the 27 original
contentions.
6/ See Prehearing Conference Order, at 13 (February 13,
1981); see also discussion infra at point III.

by the Commission

in conjunction with its adoption of

NUREG-

0737.—

Accordingly, Joint Intervenors request. that the
following TMI-related contentions, each of which was timely
filed on December 3, 1980 in the low power test proceeding,—8/
be admitted herein and a hearing scheduled for the submission

of evidence relevant to them:

7/ Moreover, litigation of the complex TMI-related issues set
forth herein would not have been possible previously in this
proceeding due to the ongoing litigation of other critical matters
, appeal of September 1979 Partial. Initial Decision, seismic
(~e
safety, adequacy of the security plan, low power testing, etc.)
As was noted ~su ra, consideration of Joint Intervenors'ay 1979
Requestto Reopen has been deferred.
8/ Of the contentions included as part of this application,
all but three were rejected by the licensing board in the low
Although contentions 7, 9, and 10 were
power test proceeding.
admitted in that proceeding, that aspect of the board's ruling
Contentions regarding emergency
has been appealed by PGandE.
planning and Class 9 accident analysis are not included in
this application because they are the subject of Joint Intervenors'ending Requestto Reopen or, in the Alternative, Reouest
for Directed Certification, filed in May 1979.

'

1. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate
compliance at Diablo Canyon with 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
Appendix B, regarding quality assurance.
2. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate
that the containment at Diablo Canyon can withstand
pressures resulting from the combustion of hydrogen
likely to be generated by the reaction of zirconium
cladding with water during a loss-of-coolant
accident at the facility.
3. The design of the hydrogen control system
at TMI was based upon the assumption that the amount
of fuel cladding that could react chemically to
produce hydrogen would, under all circumstances,
be limited to less than 5%. The accident demonstrated
both that this assumption is not justified and that
it
is not conservative to assume anything less than
the worst case. Therefore, the Diablo Canyon hydrogen
control systems should be designed on the assumption
that 100% of the cladding reacts to produce hydrogen.
4. The accident, at TMI Unit 2 demonstrated
that reliance on natural circulation to remove decay
was
heat is inadequate.
During the accident,
necessary to operate at least one reactor coolant
pump to provide forced cooling of the fuel. However,
the cooling systems at Diablo Canyon do not provide
a reliable method for forced cooling of the reactor
in the event of a small loss-of-coolant accident
(" LOCA" ), particularly with regard to two-phase
flow and with voids such as occurred at TMI-2. This
is a threat to health and safety and a violation of
both General Design Criterion ("GDC") 34 and GDC 35
of 10 C.F.R., Part 50, Appendix A.
5. Using existing equipment at, Diablo Canyon,
there are three principal ways of providing forced
cooling of the reactor: (1) the reactor coolant
pumps; (2) the residual heat removal system; and
(3) the emergency core cooling system in a "bleed
and feed" mode. None of these methods meets the
NRC's regulations applicable to systems important
to safety and is sufficiently reliable to protect
public health and .safety:
a. The reactor coolant pumps do not have
an adequate on-site power supply (GDC 17),
their controls do not meet IEEE 279 (10 C.F.R.
50.55a(h)) and they are not adequately qualified

it

(GDC 2

and

4).

b. The residual heat removal system is
incapable of being utilized at the design
pressure of the primary system.
c. The emergency core cooling system cannot
be operated*in the, bleed and feed mode for the
necessary period of time because of inadequate
capacity and radiation shielding for the storage
of the radioactive water bled from the primary
coolant system.
6. The staff recognizes th'at pressurizer heaters
and associated controls are necessary to maintain
natural circulation at hot stand-by conditions. Therefore, this equipment should be classified as "components
important to safety" and required to meet all applicable safety-grade design criteria, including but not
limited to diversity (GDC 22), seismic and environmental qualification (GDC 2 and 4), automatic initiation (GDC 20), separation and independence (GDC 3 and
22), quality assurance (GDC 1), adequate, reliable
power supplies (GDC 17) and the single failure
criterion. The Applicant's proposal to connect two out
of four of the heater groups to the present on-site
emergency power supplies does not provide an equivalent
or acceptable level of protection.
7. The Applicant has proposed simply to add the
pressurizer heaters to the on-site emergency power
has not been demonstrated that this will
supplies.
not degrade the capacity, capability and reliability of
these power supplies in violation of GDC 17. Such a
demonstration is required to assure protection of
on-'ite

It

safety.
8. Proper operation of power operated relief
valves, associated block valves and the instruments and
controls for these valves is essential to mitigate the
In addition, their failure
consequences of accidents.
can cause 'or aggravate a LOCA. Therefore, these valves
must be classified as components important to safety
and required to meet all safety-grade design criteria.
9. Reactor coolant system relief and safety
valves form part of the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary. Appropriate qualification testing has not
been done to verify the capabilities of these valves to
function during normal, transient and accident conditions. In the absence of such testing and verification, compliance with GDC 1, 14, 15 and 30 cannot be
found and public. health and safety are endangered.
public health

and

regulations require instrumentation to
monitor variables as appropriate to ensure adequate
safety (GDC 13) and that the instrumentation shall
di.rectly measure the 'desired variable. IEEE 279,
states
g 4.8, as incorporated in 10 C.F.R. 50.55a(h),
10.

NRC

that:

the extent feasible and practical
protection system inputs shall be derived
from signals which are direct measures of
the desired variables.
To

Diablo Canyon has no capability to directly measure the
water level in the fuel assemblies.
The absence of
such instrumentation delayed recognition of a low water
level condition in the reactor for a long period of
time. Nothing proposed by the staff would require a
direct measure of water level or provide an equivalent
level of protection. The absence of such instrumenta-

tion

threat to public health

safety.
ll. 10 C.F.R. 50.46 requires analysis of ECCS
performance "for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant
acciden+s of different sizes, locations, and other
properties sufficient to provide assurance that the
entire spectrum of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents
is covered." For the spectrum of LOCAs, specific
parameters are not to be exceeded.
At TMI, certain of
these were exceeded.
For example, the peak cladding
temperature 'exceeded 2200 fahrenheit (50.45(b)(l)),
and more than 1% of the cladding reacted with water or
steam to produce hy'drogen (50.46(b) (3) ) . The measures
proposed by the'taff address primarily the very
specific case of a struck-open power operated 'relief
valve.'owever, any other small LOCA could lead to the
same consequences.
Additional analyses to show that
there is adeq'uate protection for the entire spectrum of
small break locations for the Diablo Canyon design have
not been per'formed. Therefore, there is no, basis for
finding compliance with 10 C.F.R. 50.45 and 50 '6
None of the corrective actions to date have fully
GDC 35.
addressed the demonstrated inadequacy of protection
against small LOCAs.
12. The accident at TMI-2 was substantially
aggravated by the'act that the plant was operated with
a safety system inoperable, to wit: two auxiliary
feedwater system valves were closed which should have
been open.
The principal reason why this condition
existed was that TMI does not have an adequate system
to inform the operator that a safety system has been
deliberately disabled. To adequately protect the
health and safety of the public, a system meeting the
poses a

and

Regulatory Position of Reg.Guide 1.47 or providing

equivalent protection is required.
13. The design of the safety systems at TMI was
such that the operator could prevent the completion of
a safety function which was initiated automatically; to
wit: the operator could (and did) shut off the emerThis violated
gency core cooling systems prematurely.
C.F.R. 50.55
in
10
5 4.16 of IEEE 279 as incorporated
whi'ch
states:
(a)(h)

protection system shall be so
designed that, once initiated, a protection
system action shall go to completion.
The Diablo Canyon design is similar to that at TMI and
must be modified so that no operator action can prevent
the completion of a safety function once initiated.
14. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that the
severity of the environment in which equipment important to safety must operate was underestimated and that
equipment previously deemed to be environmentally
qualified failed. One example was the pressurizer
level instruments. The environmental qualification of
safety-related equipment at TMI is deficient in three
respects:
(1) the parameters of the relevant accident
environment. have not been identified; (2) the length of
time the eq'uipment must operate in the environment has
and (3) the methods used to
been underestimated;
qualify the equipment are not adequate to give reasonable assurances that the equipment will remain operable.
Diablo Canyon should not be permitted to operate
until all safety-related equipment has been demonstrated
to be qualified to operate as required by GDC 4. The
criteria for determining qualification should be those
set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.89 or the equivalent.
The

15. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that. there
are 'systems and components presently classified as nonsafety-rel'ated which 'can have an adverse effect on the
integrity of the core because they can directly .or
indirectly affect temperature,'ressure, flow and/or
reactivity. Thi's issue is discussed at length in
Section 3.2, "System Design Requirements," of NUREG0578, the 'TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Report
(Short Term). The following quote from page 18 of the
report des'cribes the problem:

is another prespective on this
question provided by the TMI-2 accident. At
TMI-2, operational problems with the condenThe'r'e

I

sate purification system led to a loss of
feedwater and initiated the sequence of events
that eventually resulted in damage to the
core. Several nonsafety systems were used
at various times in the mitigation of the
accident in ways not considered in the safety
analysis; for example, long-term maintenance
of core flow and cooling with the steam generators and the reactor coolant pumps. The
present classification system does not adequately
recognize 'either of these kinds of effects
that nonsafety systems can have on the safety
of the plant. Thus, requirements for nonsafety systems may be needed to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of events that
initiate or adversely affect transients and
accidents, and other requirements may be
needed to improve the current capability for
use of nonsafety systems during transient or
accident situations. In its work in this
area, the Task Force will include a more
realistic assessment of the interaction between operators and systems.
The Staff proposes to study the problem further. This
is not a sufficient answer. All systems and components
which can either cause or aggravate an accident or can
be called upon to mitigate an accident must be identified
and classified as components important to safety and
required to meet all safety-grade design criteria.

multiple failure
failures.
accident involving independent
the
single
exceeded
The multiple failure sequences
failure criterion utilized in the Diablo Canyon design
Therefore, comprehensive
basis accident assessment.
the'nteraction
of
nonsafety grade components,
studies of.
with safety systems
structures
and
equipment, systems,
and the'ffect of those interactions during normal
operation, transients, and accidents need to be made by
the Diablo Canyon Applicant in order to assure that the
plant can be operated without endangering the health
and safety of the'ublic.
17. The accident at TMI-2 was caused or aggravated
which are the subject of Regulatory Guides
factors
by
not used in the design of TMI. For example, the absence
of an automatic indication system as required by
Regulatory Guide 1.47 contributed to operation of the
plant with the auxiliary feedwater system completely
disabled. The public health and safety require that
this record demonstrate conformance with or document
deviations from the Commission's regulations and each
Regulatory Guide presently applicable to the plant.
16.

The

accident at TMI-2

was a

and dependent

-10-

„

The bases

for this application are set forth

below.

THIS MOTION TO REOPEN THE
"'RECORD SHOULD BE 'GRANTED
A

motion to reopen the record in order to receive new

if

it

concerns information
information should be granted
(1)
raises a triable
pertinent to significant safety issues; (2)
issue that will affect the outcome of the proceeding; and (3)
is timely. In the Matter of Zan'sas Ga's '6'lectric Co. et al.
(Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320,
328 (1978); In the Matter of Vermont'ankee Nuclear Power
Corporation (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-138,
6 AEC

520, 523 (1973);

Id.,

ALAB-167,

6 AEC

it

1151-52

it

(1973).

information discussed below satisfies all three tests
and, accordingly, the licensing board should order that the

The new

record be reopened.

A.

Information Arisin Out of the March 28, 1979
Accident at Three'ile Isl'and Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit 2, Is Pertinent
nificant Szfet Issues
and Rais'e's Tri'able I's'sues'h'at Will Affect the
New

to'i

Outcome

of the Proceedi'n

accident at TMI, Unit 2, was the
most serious nuclear accident in the history of the United
The March 28, 1979

'/

nuclear reactor program. —
flaws in

the'xisting regulatory

It disclosed

approach

of the

States'ommercial

fundamental

Commission and

discredited basic assumptions about nuclear safety to a degree
which could not have been foreseen prior to the accident.
Most importantly, it, 'demonstrated that the Commission's,
regulations, which theretofore had been considered sufficient
to assure the protection of the public's health and safety,
were inadequate for that critical purpose and were in immediate

9/ As described by the President's
accident at TMI, Unit 2:

Commission on the

In the minutes, hours, and days that
followed, a series of events —compounded
by equipment, failures, inappropriate
procedures, and human errors and ignorance —escalated into the worst crisis
yet, experienced by the nation's nuclear
power industry.
Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three
Mile Island, "The Need for Change: The Legacy of TMI" (Kemeny
Commission)

(October 30, 1979)

.

-12-

10/
of supplementation by more stringent licensing requirements.—
In the aftermath of the accident, a number of investigations and studies of its causes and implications were undertaken, most notably by the President's Commission on the Accident
12/ and
at, Three Mile Island, 11/ the NRC's Special Inquiry Group,
'13/ These investigations
the TMI Lessons Learned Task Force.
found deep and pervasive flaws in the process through which
nuclear power is licensed and regulated:

need

—

—

—

nuclear accidents as serious as
Three Nile Island, fundamental changes will
be necessary in the organization, procedures,
and practices —and above all —in the
attitudes of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and, to the extent that the institutions

To prevent,

10/ In testimony before the House Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources, Committee on Government
Operations, Commissioner Bradford explained the implications
of the TMI-2 accident for the licensing process:

After

Three Mile Island, the Kemeny
Report, and other studies, the Commission
could not imag'inably have continued
to license on the basis of its prewould have
TMI regulations alone.
been jeered out of every J.egislative

It

it

or judicial forum that
appeared
before.
Re Statement of Polic: Further Commission Guidance for
Separate Views
NRC,
Power Reactcr Gpera'tin'g I'ice'nses, '
19807.
n.
1
Nov.
of Commissioner Bradford,
3,
!'n

11/
and

See

note

9

supra.

12/ "Three Mile Island:: A Report to the Commissioners
to the Public" (Rogovin Commission) (January 1980).

13/ "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and
Short-Term Recommendations," NUREG-0578 (July 1979); "TMI-2
Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report," NUREG-0585 (October
1979)

.

-13-

investigated are typical, of the nuclear
industry. 14/
The Commission directed its staff to develop a plan "to correct
or improve the regulation and operation of nuclear facilities
based on the experience from the accident at TMI-2 and the
— This
official studies and investigations of the accident."„15/
directive led to the development of the Commission's principle
response to the accident -- namely, the "NRC Action Plan Developed
as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident" ("TMI Action Plan" ), NUREG6
0660.—
Rather than utilizing the mandatory public notice
and comment procedures established by the Administrative
„'7/ for the promulgation of agency reguProcedure Act ("APA")
18/ the Commission instead determined that NUREG-0660
lations, —
would form the basis for. a shorter set of operating license
we

—

14/ "Report of the President's
at Three Mile Island," 'supra, at 7.

Commission on the Accident

15/ "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2
Accident" ("TMI Action Plan" ), NUREG-0660, at 1 (August 1980).
16/ Public comments were neither solicited nor considered
staff in its preparation of TMI Action Plan,
with the notable exception of substantial recommendations by
the Atomic Industrial Forum ("AIF"), an industry trade group.
As is evident from a comparison of the Action Plan with,AIF
proposals, AIF's interest was in reducing the stringency of
new TMI-related requirements and implementation schedules,
and its recommendations led to extensive revision of the Plan.
See "TMI Action Plan," v. 2, at 158-77.
by the Commission

17/

5

U.S.C. gg 551, 553.

notable exception is the promulgation of revised
regulations, effective November 3, 1980, in
direct response to the TMI-2 accident. "Final Regulations on
Emergency Planning," 45 Fed.Reg. 55402 (August 19, 1980).
18/

One

emergency planning

-14-

requirements, issued
Operating Licenses,"

first

as "TMI-Related Requirements

"Clarification of

by

NUREG-0737

(November 1980).

New

(June 1980), and subsequently

NUREG-0694

superseded

for

Action Plan Requirements,"
This latter document was formally
TMI

adoptedby the Commission as a "necessary

and

sufficient"

response

to the TMI-2 accident. through 'its December 18, 1980 Pevised Statement of Policy, entitled "Further Commission Guidance for
19/
Power Reactor Operating Licenses," CLI-80-42, 45 Fed.Reg. 85236.—

itself,

of these
documents -- NUREG-0694, NUREG-0737, or the Revised Policy
Statement -- were submitted for public notice and comment.
Predicated upon the findings and provisions of these
post-TMI studies, investigations and plans, Joint Intervenors
timely filed a group of TMI-related contentions, discussed
briefly supra, in the Diablo Canyon low power test proceeding
Following a prehearing conference in
on December 3, 1980.
January 1981, the licensing board, in its February 13 Prehearing
Conference Order, rejected the vast majority of the contentions

As was

the case with the Action Plan

none

19/ This Revised Policy Statement superseded the Commission's
June 1F, 1980 Statement of Policy of the identical title. In
both documents the Commission sought to provide guidance to
the various NRC boards for the litigation of TMI-related issues
in actual licensing proceedings. The fundamental difference
between the two documents is that in the earlier version, the
Commission sought, to strictly limit the jurisdiction of the
boards by prohibiting them from entertaining any contentions
going beyond the specific requirements contained in NUREG-0694;
in the December 18 version, the Commission responded to various
legal challenges'y removing the limitation on jurisdiction and
either the
explicitly providing that "parties may challenge
requirements]."
[NUREG-0737
of
sufficiency
or
for
necessity
,"Revised Statement of policy," at S. See discussion infra at
Point III.

-15-

insufficiently related to specific NUREG-0737 requirements,
relying upon a highly restrictive interpretation of the
as

20/
Commission's December 18, 1980 Revised Policy Statement.—
Although Joint Intervenors had intended to

litigate

the rejected

issues in the context of the low power test proceeding, this
recent order of the board necessitates the instant Notion to
Reopen

the

full power

proceeding record in order to ensure that

will be

applied at Diablo Canyon
prior to issuance of an operating license. Unless this motion
is granted, Joint Intervenors -- and, indeed, the public in
general -- will have been denied any opportunity to contribute
the lessons learned at TMI-2

as a

general matter to the bulk of the Commission's response to

the TMI-2 accident and, more

specifically, to its

response

as

it applies

to Diablo Canyon. Joint Intervenors respectfully
urge that this application be granted.
2.

S

ecific

Contentions

accident demonstrated the safety significance
they had been raised as
of a broad range of issues which,
contentions prior to the accident, would have been rejected
The TMI-2

if

20/ Following issuance of the board's order, objections were
filed by Joint Intervenors as well as several other parties to
the proceeding, and Requests for Directed Certification have
Both Joint Intervenors
been filed by the NRC Staff and by PGandE.
Staff's
Request, although
and Governor Brown have supported the
Staff's
the
of
disagreeing significantly with the merits
Statement
of
"Revised
application. For a discussion of the
Point
see
Policy" and its relevance to the instant application,

III

infra.

-16-

of the contentions which are the subject of this application
fall within that category; to the extent that any may previously
have been admissible, the accident has greatly heightened the
general understanding of the importance of the issue by showing

clearly its relevance to the 'fundamental question of plant
safety. As is evident in most cases from the contentions themselves,

all

are premised upon information derived from experience

at TMI-2, and the''issues are so significant as to affect the
Because the safety assumptions underoutcome of the'rocee'ding.
lying the nuclear regulatory process were discredited by the
accident to a substantial degree, applications which might have
been sufficient under pre-TMZ regulations may no longer be
adequate

'21/
today.—

21/ The Commission recognized this fact in a policy
statement issued in November 1979 entitled "Suspension of 10
C.F.R. 2.764. and Statement of Policy on'onduct of Adjudicatory
Proceedings," 44 Fed.Reg. 65050 (November 9, 1979) . The
Commission cautioned the licensing boards as follows:
IT]he Boards should

interpret existing

regulations and regulatory policies with
due consideration to the implications for
those regulations and policies of the
Three Mile island Accident. Xn this
should be understood that as
regard,
a result of analyses still under way,
the Commission may change its present
regulations and regulatory policies in
important aspects and thus compliance
with existing regulations may turn out
to .no ion'ger warrant approval o a
license applz.cation.
See also "Revised Statement of Policy," at 6.
(Emphasis added.)
-17-

it

—No

decision has yet been issued by
the licensing board regarding PGandE's compliance at Diablo
Canyon with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B,
Since the Partial Initial Decision
regarding quality assurance.
was issued by the board in September 1979, there have been several
Contention

1

significant developments.

First, arising out of the

TMI-2

accident, numerous government reports have addressed the need
for improvements in quality assurance programs. 22/ For example,
the "TMI Action Plan," which incorporates the findings of many

—

of the studies conducted post-TMI, states the following quality
assurance objective in Section I.F:
Improve the quality
for design, construction,

assurance

program

operations to
provide greater assurance that plant design,
construction, and operational activities are
and

conducted in a manner commensurate with
importance to safety.

their

In recognition of the need for increased attention to quality
assurance, the Action Plan lists two categories of actions to be
23/
taken by the NRC: (1) expansion of the quality assurance lists,—
and (2) development of more detailed quality assurance criteria.
22/ See, ~e
, "Report of the President's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Island," ~su ra; "Three Mile Island: A
Report to the Commissioners and to the Public," ~su ra;
"Report of Special Review Group, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement, on Lessons Learned from Three Mile Island," NUREG0616; "TMI Action Plan," ~su ra.
23/ See also March 6, 1981 letter from Robert Tedesco, NRC
Assistant Director for Licensing, requesting that PGandE supplement and clarify the Diablo Canyon "Q-list" (listing of safetyrelated structures, systems, and components controlled by the
quality assurance program) with respect to numerous plant, systems
and components.

-18-

-

In addition, Task II.F.5 of the Action Plan recognizes the
inadequacy of the present safety classification system (i.e.,
safety-related or nonsafety-related) by directing preparation of
a "standard to provide a classification approach for instrumen„24/
tation, control, and electrical equipment."—

in

Second,

an

April 17,

1980

letter to

R

H. Engelken,

Director of the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Region
Five, Richard Locke (PGandE) stated that a recent "as-built"
audit conducted to "verify that actual configurations of safetyrelated piping agree with the models used to seismically analyze
25/
them" had uncovered a broad range of significant discrepancies.—
These discrepancies

=ast serious doubt upon the analyses conduc-

24/ TMI Action Plan, at

II.F-6.

25/ In the letter to Engelken, Locke noted the following
specific kinds of discrepancies:
The following types of discrepancies are
typical of those found, in order of frequency
of occurrence: valve weights not correct;
weights of valve flanges not modelled; center
of gravity of valve operator not adequately
considered; support location differences of
greater than one pipe diameter; supports
missing or extra; presence of high density
lead form or grout in penetrations; differences
in pipe geometry; invalid assumptions in
modeling of analysis endpoints; differences
in insulation thickness and pipe diameter..
was decided that 49 of the 192 large
diameter analyses and 8 of the 30 small
diameter analyses had differences significant
enough that the results were not obviously
conservative and that they should be reanalyzed.
This amounted to approximately a 26 percent
reanalysis rate. In addition, there were 10
large diameter and 4 small diameter analyses
for which differences were resolved by a

It

field

hardware change.
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ted by both the NRC Staff and PGandE with respect to seismic
design of the plant, and they represent a significant breakdown
26/
in PGandE's quality assurance program.—

Third,

to the

FSAR

on August 28, 1980, PGandE

submitted Amendment

85

which completely revised Chapter 17, regarding

27/ This new chapter, together with the
quality assurance. —
revelations contained in Locke's letter and the recommendations
for quality assurance reform arising out of TMI, renders
questionable the validity of any findings which the licensing
board may ultimately issue based on the limited hearing conducted
28/ and demonstrates plainly the
several years ago in this case —
need for closer and more thorough examination of PGandE's quality
assurance program at Diablo Canyon.

26/ At a minimum, these discrepancies undercut the finding
of the licensing board in its September 27, 1979 Partial Initial
Decision, at 92, that the "Staff review of the seismic design
of the Diablo Canyon plant was the most extensive ever undertaken
by the Staff of the NRC . . . [and] [t]he Applicant's review
was also extraordinarily thorough."
27/ Due to the extensiveness of the changes, PGandE omitted
vertical change bars normally included to identify less substantial revisions. As a result of FSAR Amendment 85, the NRC,
in an October 17, 1980 letter, requested substantial
Although PGandE
the information contained in the amendment.
requested
the
NRC
responded by letter on January 22, 1981,
a
March
6, 1981 letter
answers to still further questions in
"does
not satisfy
submittal
to PGandE, stating that the PGandE
contained
is
PGandE's
recent
response
most
all our concerns."
the
NRC.
in a March 18, 1981 letter to
28/ In its September 27, 1979 Partial Initial Decision, the
license.ng board deferred any ruling on the quality assurance
issue stating that "[i]t is not now known how the Lessons Learned
. . Quality Assurance
from Three Mile Island-2 will impact on'
so [this] matter will be deferred and [is] not a part of this
Partial Initial Decision." Id. at 9, 10 NRC at 459.
clarification'f
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that compliance with applicable quality assurance standards is an issue of critical importance to safety. As the Appeal Board noted in In the Matter
of Consumers Power Com an (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-106, 6 AEC 182, 183 (1972), "[o]ne of the most significant
elements of the Commission's 'defense-in-depth'pproach to nuclear
safety is its emphasis upon quality assurance and quality control
in the construction of nuclear power plants." Another Appeal
Board in In the Matter of Duke Power Com an (William B. McGuire
Nuclear Stations, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-128, 6 AEC 399, 410 (1973),
observed that:
Xn an area as significant as quality
assurance, the record should leave no
doubt as to whether the applicant is in
full compliance with applicable criteria
and, if not, the basis upon which the
regulatory staff authorizes any departure
There can be no question

from such

criteria.

also In the Matter of Consumers Power Com an (Midland Plant,
Units 1 and 2), LBP 74-1, 8 AEC 584, 597-600 (1974); In the
Matter of Commonwealth Edison Com an (Zion Nuclear Power Plant,
See

Units

1

and

2), LBP-73-35,

6 AEC

861, 896 (1973)

.

Considering the significance of the developments discussed

of quality 'assurance
was heard in this proceeding, there is good reason to doubt
PGandE's compliance with Appendix B of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 at
Diablo Canyon. Accordingly, the record should be reopened to
hear further evidence on that issue.
above which have occurred since the issue

-21-

gh

C

Contentions

approximately
form hydrogen.

in

Commission

See 10 C.F. R.

30

to

2

50%

and

3

—During

the accident at TMI-2,

of the zirconium in the core reacted to

This exceeded the maximum assumptions

contained

regulations by approximately six to ten times.
29/ Some of the .hydrogen was released to
5 50.44.

—

.

the containment and exploded, although

it i.s

unknown how much

actually generated, how much was released, and
what percentage of the released hydrogen exploded. The TMI-2
Lessons Learned Task Force acknowledged the significance of
this issue and the need for basic reform of existing standards
in its "Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations," NUREGhydrogen was

"

0578:

29/Commissioners Gilinsky and Bradford have recognized the
implications of the TMI-2 accident for the numerical assumptions
contained in the Commission's regulations:
Prior to the Three Mile Island accident,
reaction with water of as much as one percent
of the reactor fuel's zirconium cladding was
regarded as extremely unlikely, even in a
major loss of coolant accident. To provide
what, was thought to be a substantial safety
margin the rule requires protection against
up to five percent zirconium-water reaction.
Now we know that much larger quantities of
hydrogen have been generated in a lesser
accident. As much as 50 percent of the
zirconium cladding in the TMI-2 core is
estimated, by the principal investigators
of the accident, to have reacted with water,
thereby releasing several hundred kilograms
of hydrogen to the containment where much of
burned. Therefore, the numerical assumptions of the existing rule are discredited
by experience and cannot serve the objectives of the rule.
In the Matter of Metropolitan Edison Compan (Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI- — ,
NRC
, Separate
Views of Commissioners Gilinsky and Bradford, at 1 (September 26,
1980) .
-22-

it

~

of events at TMI-2 with respect
to hydrogen production and control in
containment has indicated a need for
thorough reconsideration of the Commission's
design basis for combustible gas control
This should include both a
systems.
re-examination of the reactor system
effects (i.;e., coupling the ECCS evaluation and the assumption of hydrogen
produced by metal-water reaction) and
the acceptability of 10'.F.R. Part 100
guidelines for evaluation of offsite
doses from purposeful releases from the

The course

containment.

A

30/

core damage or core melt accident could lead to the

if

ignited, potentially
generation of amounts of hydrogen which,
could result in pressures exceeding the containment design
Despite this possibility, 31/ neither PGandE nor
pressures.

—

the Commission Staff has evaluated the effect of hydrogen

30/ NUREG-0578, at A-23.
31/ The TMI-2 accident destroyed the view previously held
by many people that a severe core damage or core melt could not
occur. Although the frequency of such an event is difficult
to quantify, the possibility is certainly not a negligible one.
Dr. D. Okrent, a member of the ACRS, has stated that

it
appears to be difficult to demonstrate
with a high degree of confidence that the

frequency of severe core damage or core melt
for reactors in operation or under 'construction is less than about one in a thousand
is also
may be smaller, but
per year.
Also,
somewhat
larger.
is
conceivable that
core
severe
to
there are many potential paths
diffibe
will
that
so
damage or core melt
cult to make the frequency of such an accident
very much smaller, with a high degree of confi-

It

it

it

it

dence.

Okrent,* New Trends in Safet Desi n and Anal sis, IAEA-CN-31/6.4g
Internatz.onal Conference on Current Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Issues, Stockholm (October 20-24, 1980).
D.

IAEA

-23-

explosions or combustion on equipment important to safety
inside the containment at Diablo Canyon. Nor has either attempted
to show that the containment and hydrogen control systems could
5

withstand the accident conditions presented at TMI-2 and continue
to function as intended regardless of the high percentage of
32/
the cladding which reacted chemically to form hydrogen.—

After the TMI-2 accident, there is no technical basis
to conclude that the 5% limiting assumption in the Commission
Indeed, the Commission has recognized
regulations is reasonable.
this fact by disregarding that limitation and imposing further
requirements in the case of the Sequoyah plants, and its Staff
has notified the licensee of the D.C. Cook plants that additional
hydrogen control measures will be necessary.
The

structures

these contentions serve

and systems

critical

which are the focus of

safety functions in preventing

radiation releases which
might be caused by such combustion inside the containment.
Satisfaction of these contentions by PGandE is necessary to
assure protection of the public's health and safety, and,
accordingly, the record in this proceeding should be reopened
hydrogen explosions and

controlling

any

32/ The fact that Diablo Canyon is equipped with internal
recomb>.ners does n'ot render irrelevant the experience at TMI-2.
There has been no showing that, given the "significant amounts

of hydrogen generated during the accident, the hydrogen control
systems at Diablo Canyon would foreclose the possibility of
combustion, even assuming that the systems function as intended
and are properly maintained.
-24-

33/
for that purpose.—
Contentions

4

and

5

--

The TNI-2

accident demonstrated

the importance to safety of maintaining a reliable method of
forced cooling of the fuel. According to the Report of the

President's Commission, about one hour into the accident the
four reactor coolant pumps in Unit 2 began vibrating severely
as a result of their inability to handle two phase flow—
steam and water -- and voids. Because the operators feared that
violent shaking might damage the critically important and very
expensive pumps or coolant piping, they shut them off, two at
5:14 a.m. and two 27 minutes later. 34/ Attempts to establish
natural circulation cooling essentially by heating water in
in the steam generators proved unsuccessthe core and cooling

—

it

35/
ful.—
Basic to the Commission's "defense-in-depth" principle

is that

it is

not only to have an adequate emergency
core cooling system ("ECCS") but also to have an adequate
primary cooling system in order to reduce the need to resort
to the emergency system. Indeed, one of the lessons learned
necessary

33/ Both NUREG-0694 and NUREG-0737 contain requirements
relevant to the issue of hydrogen control. See, e.cC., NUREG-0694,
II.B.4, Anal sis of H drogen Control; NUREG-0737, II.E.4.1,
Dedicated H drogen Penetrations.
34/ "Report of the President's Commission on the Accident
at Three Mile Xelaud," ~su ra, at 1l9.
35/ Id. at 127.
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36/
that challenges to the ECCS should be reduced.—
the primary coolant system at Unit 2 the capability to

at TMI-2
Had

was

maintain forced cooling despite two phase flow and voids,
escalation of the accident to crisis proportions might have
been

averted.
E

PGandE's

failure to

address

these issues at Diablo

violates General Design Criteria ("GDC") 34 and 35.—
Unless these systems are designed in accordance with the criteria
applicable to systems important to safety, the health and safety
of the public cannot be adequately protected. The record should
be reopened in this proceeding to assure that the cooling
systems at Diablo Canyon will not be subject to the failures
38/
which occurred at TMI-2.—
Canyon

Contentions

that the inability to

6

and

7

—The

TMI-2 accident demonstrated

remove decay heat from a shutdown

reactor

36/ NUREG-0578, at 6.

37/ General Design Criterion ("GDC") 34 requires a residual
heat removal system that removes heat from the reactor core at
a rate such that, "specified acceptable fuel design limits and
the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
are not exceeded."
GDC 35 provides for an emergency core cooling
function
of which is to "transfer heat from
system the safety
the reactor core following any loss of reactor coolant at a
rate such that (l) fuel and clad damage that could interfere
with continued effective core cooling is prevented and (2) clad
metal-water reaction is limited to negligible amounts."
38/ NUREG-0737 requirements relevant to the issue of
maintaining adequate cooling of the reactor core are I.C.l,
Mate.gatz.n

Core Damage;

Evaluate.on; and

II.E.x,. 1,

-26-

Feedwater
Feedwater S stem

Aux>.lz.'ar

II.E.1.2, Auxiliar

S

stem

Initiation

to severe fuel damage. Failure to maintain a sufficiently
high pressure in the reactor coolant system resulted in the
formation of steam, which in turn led to severe vibration of
the reactor coolant pumps. When the operator shut them off to
prevent damage from the vibration, forced cooling in the reactor
coolant system was terminated. Steam accumulation in the system
39/
also prevented the establishment of natural circulation.—
Thus, one of the lessons learned at TMI-2 is that
maintenance of sufficient pressure is essential to proper
functioning of the coolant system. Following a reactor shutdown,
this is achieved through the use of pressurizer heaters. The
can lead

TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force noted the connection between

the accident and the need to assure operability of the pressurizer

heaters:

of safe plant conditions, including the ability to initiate and maintain
natural circulation, depends on the maintenance
of pressure control in the reactor coolant
system. Pressure control is normally achieved
Exthrough the use of pressurizer heaters.
perience at TMI-2 has indicated that the

Maintenance

of natural circulation capability
is important to safety, including the need
to maintain satisfactory natural circulation
during an extended loss of offsite power. 40/

maintenance

Although the Task Force recommended as a short-term
measure that pressurizer heaters be connected to onsite power
supplies, this is an insufficient response to the accident.
To ensure

that the pressurizer heaters

39/ see notes

34 and 35

~su

ra.

40/ NUREG-0578, at A-2.
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and

associated

controls

will continue to function

during accident conditions, they must
be classified as important to safety and required to meet all
applicable safety-grade design criteria. The Commission's
policy is that, in assessing the adequacy of a plant design, only
those systems that meet the GDC can be assumed to function.
Therefore,

if a

system

is

needed

to prevent or mitigate

an

accident, conformance with the GDC is mandatory. Merely providing a means of connecting the pressurizer heaters to the

onsite emergency power supply, but not, providing independence
between heaters, not demonstrating that the heaters can function
following a safe shutdown earthquake, steam line break, or a
loss of coolant accident, not providing automatic load shedding
and connection of the heaters, and not meeting any of the other
Commission regulations applicable to functioning of the heaters
can have dangerous results: at best, heaters that are not
operable may be connected to the onsite emergency power supply;

at worst, connecting nonsafety grade heaters may result in failure
41/ In neither case would
of the onsite emergency power supply.~
the objective of assuring reactor coolant pressure control be
achieved.

that connecting the pressurizer heaters to
the onsite power supplies will not degrade the capability of
those supplies, reliability and qualification testing is necessary.
To assure

I

requires that. the onsite electric power supplies
and electric distribution system "have sufficient independence,
redundancy, and testability to perform their safety functions
assuming a single failure."
-28-

4l/

GDC 17

PGandE

that despite the

must demonstrate

added

load, the require-

l7 are met, including the single failure criterion.
Particularly at Diablo Canyon, where the recognized seismic danger
poses an exceptionally high risk of loss of offsite power, such
testing is necessary to assure protection of the public's health
The record in this proceeding should be reopened
and safety.

ments

of

on these

GDC

42/
issues.—

Contentions
operated

relief

8

and

9

—The

valve ("PORV") and

opening of the power

its failure to

reclose were

In addition, for several
hours the operator failed to detect the open PORV and terminate
the loss-of-coolant accident by closing the block valve. The
Staff has noted that "I;t]his and other operating experience
raise a significant question about the performance qualification
of two types of valves in the primary coolant boundary: relief
and safety valves."„43/ The accident demonstrated graphically
the safety significance of these valves in causing or mitigating
In order to provide reasonable
a loss-of-coolant accident.
assurance that operation of Diablo Canyon will not pose an undue
risk to the public, the PORV, block valves, and associated
instrumentation and controls must be classified as components

key factors

in the

TMI-2 accident.

—

42i

One

gency Power

relevant

NUEEG-0737

requirement is 1.E.3.1, Emer

for Pressurizer Heaters.

NUREG-0578,

'3/

at 7.
-29-

important to

44/
safety.—

There are at

functions of the

least six important safety-related

PORV:

(1) The

PORV

is part of the reactor coolant pressure

inadvertent opening of the valve constitutes
a loss of integrity of the pressure boundary, which either
45/
causes or aggravates a loss-of-coolant accident.—
(2) The PORV limits the number of challenges to
the safety valve. This is important in view of the
recognized history of relief and safety valve failures

boundary.

An

44/ A recent industry letter obtained by the Environmental
Action Foundation has disclosed that Electric Power Research
Institute ("EPRI") tests conducted in January 1981 documented
the inability of block valves to close against full flow.
Despite the safety significance of such components, EPRI
apparently decided not to disclose the results either to the
utilities or the NRC Staff. These developments raise serious
questions regarding block valve design and testing which has
been done to date.
See March
1981 letter to NRC Commissioners
from Union of Concerned Scientists'uclear Safety Engineer

ll,

Robert Pollard.

45/ As part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, 'the
design and fabrication of the PORV are critical to safety. Both
GDC 14 and 30 require the highest level of quality:

Criterion

14 —

Reactor coolant

ressure

reactor coolant pressure
boundary shall be designed, fabricated,

~boundar

.

The

rapidly propagating failure,
rupture.

(E~mhasis added.

and

of gross

)

Criterion 30 — Qualit of reactor coolant
ressure boundar . Components who.ch are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
shall be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested to the hicihest ~ualit standards
practical. (E~m hasrs added.)
-30-

46/
in operating plants.—
(3)

The PORV

is

used

to prevent overpressurization

of the reactor coolant system during low temperature operation when the nil ductility transition temperature of
the reactor vessel becomes the limiting consideration for
47/
maintaining the structural integrity of the vessel.—
(4) The PORV serves to reduce the challenge rate to
the ECCS in that inadvertent opening of the valve or the
48/
inability to isolate the PORV requires ECCS to function.—
(5) The PORV is use'd to "bleed" cooling water during
49/
the "bleed and feed" mode.—

46/ In Section 2.1.2 of its "Status Report and Short-Term
Recommendations," the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force acknowledged
the alarming history of relief and safety valve malfunctions:
To date there have been a number of instances
of improper operation of relief and safety
valves. These examples include valves
opening below set pressure, valves opening
above set pressure or failure to open. The
failure of the power-operated relief valve
to reseat was a significant contributor to
the TMI-2 sequence of events.

at A-7.
47/ This function cannot be performed by the safety valves
because the opening pressure set point —2500 psig —is far
above the permissible pressure during low temperature operation.
The possible consequences of PORV malfunction under those circumstances is a rupture of the vessel.
48/ See note 36 and accompanying text ~an ra.

NUREG-0578,

49/ NUREG-0578, at A-l.
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(6)

The PORV

is essential to depressurize the reactor

coolant system during conditions of inadequate core cooling.
Because of the high level of radioactivity in the reactor
coolant system after core damage, other potential methods
of depressurization (e.g., use of the letdown line) would
be unavailable.
s

of the principal lessons learned from the TMI-2
accident, is that reliance on non-safety grade components to
provide protection of the public's health and safety is insuffi50/ Given the demonstrated relevance of relief and safety
cient. —
valves to plant safety, they should be required to meet applicable safety design criteria. Similarly, their importance
mandates appropriate qualification testing to verify the
capabilities of these valves to function during all foreseeable
conditions, including accident and post-accident environments.
Until such testing has been done and the reliability of the
valves demonstrated, there is no rational basis for concluding
that the plant can be operated safely or that GDC 1, 14, 15, and
One

30 have been

The

51/
met.—

record should be reopened to hear evidence on

these issues.

discussion of contentions 15 and 16 infra at 43-46.
51 NUREG-0737 requirements relevant to these issues include
Valve Test Re uirements; II.K.3, Final
II.
D. 1, Relief and Safet
as
orce.
an
Recommen a sons,
-3250/

See

Contention

10

—The

TMI-2 accident demonstrated

the wide range of serious safety hazards that. can result when
the plant instrumentation does not provide the information needed

to determine the course of action necessary to protect public
health and safety. For example, the lack of instrumentation to
measure auxiliary feedwater flow contributed to the delay in
recognizing that there was no auxiliary feedwater flow. The
inability to distinguish the personnel exposure to radioiodine
from that of noble gases caused the operators to believe that
respiratory protection was needed, thereby unnecessarily hampering
their performance and communications. The absence of instrumentation to determine whether the PORV was open or shut prevented
early recognition that a loss-of-coolant, accident was in progress.
Most important, the lack of an instrument to measure directly
reactor water level contributed to the failure of the operators
to recognize that the fuel was uncovered.
The importance of reliable measures of the kind lacking
at TMI-2 has been recognized in various Commission documents,
including its regulations. GDC-13 provides as follows:
Instrumentation shall be provided
to monitor variables and systems over their
anticipated ranges for normal operations,
for anticipated operational occurrences,
and for accident conditions as appropriate
to assure adequate safety, including those
variables that can affect the fission
process, the integrity of the reactor
core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
and the containment and

systems.

* * *

its

associated

Section 4.8 of IEEE Std,. 279, "Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant

Protection Systems," requires that
-33-

"[t]o

the extent feasible

practical, protection system inputs shall be derived from
„52/
signals which are direct measures of the desired variables."—
In response to the TMI-2 accident, the Staff has
called for more accurate and unambiguous measurement of variables.
and

For example, NUREG-0578 contains several recommendations

relevant to this issue:
Safety grade indication of auxiliary
feedwater flow to each steam generator53/
shall be provided in the control room.—

licensee shall provide equipment
for accurately determining the
airborne concentration throughout the
plant under accident conditions. 54/
Reactor system relief and safety valves
shall be provided with a positive indication in the control room derived from
a reliable indication of flow in the discharge pipe. 55/

Each

52/ Section 4.20 of IEEE Std. 279, "Information Read-out"
requires that

[t]he protection system shall be designed
to provide the operator with accurate, complete, and timely information pertinent. to
its own status and to plant safety. The
design shall minimize the development of
conditions which would cause meters, annunciators, recorders, alarms, etc., to give
anomalous indications confusing to the operators.
In addition, Sections 7.2 and 7.3 of the Standard Review Plan
state that requirements of IEEE Std. 279 apply to all equipment
used by the operator to detect the need for protective action,
to accomplish the protective action, and to confirm completion
of the protective action. Id. at Section One.
53/ NUREG-0578, at A-32.
54/ Id. at, A-41.
55/ Id. at A-10.
-34-

At least as important is a direct measure of water
level in the fuel assemblies. 56/ Had such instrumentation
been available at TMI-2, the accident might have been averted.

—

Because

the operator did not have the precise information

of core water level would have supplied,
however, a number of incorrect decisions were made and actions
taken which resulted in uncovering of the core and fuel damage.
The Diablo Canyon record should be reopened to
permit PGandE to demonstrate that a similar absence of information will not occur at that facility. Such a showing is a
necessary prerequisite to a finding that licensing of the
plant will not be "inimical . . . to the health and safety
of the public." 42 U.S.C. 5 2133(d).
—During the course of the TMI-2
Contention
accident, certain of the performance criteria set forth in
the Commission's regulations were exceeded, in violation of
57/ Analyses of the full
the Commission's regulations. —
spectrum of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents at Diablo
that

a

direct

measure

ll

Canyon are necessary

demonstrating that,

complied with and that the public

56/ Items

II.F.2 of

and

Inadequate

of

the.s

gg

will be

50.45 and 50.46

will be

protected.

II.F.1, "Accident Monitorin Instrumentation,"
"Instrumentation for Detection of
," are relevant to the subject matter

NUREG-0737,

Core Coolin

contention.

57/ For example, the peak cladding temperature exceeded
fahrenheit (10 C.F.R. g 50.45(b) (1) ), and more than 1%
of the cladding reacted with water or steam to produce hydrogen
2200

(10. C. F. R.

g

50. 46 (b) (3)

) .
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ll ik't

'

Such analyses

should distinguish between safety and

non-safety grade equipment by assuming that only safety
grade equipment will function. This limitation is consistent,

with the Commission's policy that in evaluating the adequacy
of plant design, the applicant is not permitted to rely upon
the availability of non-safety grade equipment. 58/ Similarly,
the analyses should consider operator actions only to the
extent that they may interfere with the initiation or completion of a particular safety function. As became clear at

—

that the operators will
59/
take appropriate actions under accident conditions.—
At TMl-2 certain systems were rendered unusable
because the high radioactive contamination resulting from the
significant fuel failure exceeded the design bases. PGandE
should be required to demonstrate that the leak rate from all
systems outside the containment and the radioactive shielding
for those systems is acceptable assuming fuel failure in excess
of amounts specified in 10 C.F.R. g 50.46.
Finally, consistent with Item II.C.2 of the THI Action
Plan, probabalistic analysis such as an Interim Reliability
TMI-2,

it, is unrealistic to

assume

Evaluation Program ("IREP") study should be conducted'at Diablo
58/ Standard Review Plan, Appendix A,

5

7.3.

59/ According to the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force, in
there were about 30 instances where operator error resulted
in the total loss of a safety function. NUREG-0578, at A-62.
is
Since, this estimate was based on Licensee Event Reports,
not unreasonable to suppose that there may have been more
instances which were unreported.
1978

it
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yV

Canyon

prior to

issuance of an operating license.

effective-

The

of such an analysis as a method of assessing some aspects
of a reactor design was recognized by the NRC Lessons Learned
Task Force in its "Final Report."—
The record should be reopened at Diablo Canyon to
require that PGandE prove the adequacy of the protection at
that facility against the full spectrum of loss-of-coolant
ness

61/
accidents.—
Contention

12

—That

safety systems necessary to
completely disabled without, the

protect the public could be
operator recognizing the condition
at, TMI-2.

For example, two valves

was

irrefutably

demonstrated

in the auxuliary feedwater

system which should have been open were closed, thereby

completely disabling the auxiliary feedwater system. No
auxiliary feedwater could be pumped to either steam generator
even though all three auxiliary feedwater pumps were running.
This aggravated the accident at least to the extent, that
distracted the operators and added to their confusion

it

in attempting to analyze the

causes

of the accident.

Had

the operators not discovered the closed valves approximately

eight minutes into the accident, the complete absence of

60/ NUREG-0585, at, 3-2.
61/

NUREG-0737

requirement X.C.1, "Short-Term Accident and

Procedure Review," relates to the issue of
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LOCA

analysis.

feedwater could have resulted in
damage

to the plant

and harm

significantly greater

to the public.

After the accident had begun, the operators shut
down the onsite diesel generators by manually tripping the
fuel racks. In violation of operating procedures, the fuel
racks were left in the tripped position. Failure to reset
them resulted in a condition that prevented either diesel
generator from being started, either automatically or manually
from the control room. The control room operator was unaware
of this condition. Had a loss of offsite power occurred
with both diesel generators unavailable, an almost total loss
of A/C power to all TMI-2 safety syst ms would have resulted.
The NRC has recognized the significance of this
issue in several ways. First, it has incorporated in its
regulations —10 C.F.R. 5 50.55a —a standard requiring
automatic indication of the operability status of plant safety
Section 4.13 of IEEE Std. 279 provides that "[i]f
systems.
the protective action of some part of the system has been
bypassed or deliberately rendered inoperative for any purpose,
this fact shall be continuously indicated in the control
room." Apparently, this requirement is based on the assumption
that if the operator is aware that a safety system is inoperable,
he or she will prevent any action that would disable the
redundant. backup safety system.

Regulatory Guide 1.47, "Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems,"
which was issued in 1973, provides for automatic indication
Second,
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of inoperability at the system -- not just the component-level, thereby aiding in recognizing the functional interdependence of safety systems and their essential auxiliary
supporting systems. This indication system supplements,
rather than replaces, programs for the training of operators
and development of adequate administrative procedures.
Finally, at p. A-63 of NUREG-0578, the Staff calls
of the plant within eight hours after "identification of a human or operational error that prevents or could
prevent the accomplishment of a safety function
In failing to require compliance with Reg. Guide 1.47 or its

for

shutdown

equivalent, however, the Staff sanctions a situation likely
to prevent the operator from knowing when a safety function
has been

lost.

record in this proceeding should be reopened
to consider how the experience at TMI-2 concerning this
critical safety issue has been applied at Diablo Canyon.
The

To

adequately protect the health and safety of the public,

a system

meeting Reg. Guide 1.47 or providing equivalent

62/
protection is required.—

S

~

62/ Relevant NUREG-0737 requirements include I.A.2.1,
and Qualifications: I.C. 6,
rade
RO and SRO Trainin
Up
Performance of 0 eratin Activities; I.D.1, Control
Room Desi n Review; II.Be4, Trainin for Miti atin
Core Dama e;
and II.K.1, 0 erabilit Status.
The focus of several of these
requirements on operator training, rather than instrumentation
and control room design changes, is an insufficient response to
the problem addressed by this contention.
~Veri'orrect
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Contention

13

—During

the TMI-2 accident, the

safety system from performing a safety
function that the protection system had automatically initiated:
in violation of emergency procedures, the operator terminated
full flow from the high pressure injection system to the reactor
coolant system. This reduction in emergency cooling water
flow significantly contributed to the damage to the reactor
fuel. In addition,
is uncertain whether the operator may
also have terminated all emergency feedwater to both steam
generators by closing the auxiliary feedwater valves.—
Mere instructions to the operator not to shut off
a protection function prematurely are insufficient to prevent
the occurrence at Diablo Canyon of operator actions similar
to those described above. The protection system should be
designed in accord with 5 4.16'of IEEF; Std. 279, quoted in the contention itself.
GDC 20, entitled "Protection Systems Functions,"

operator prevented

a

it

—

requires that "[t]he protection system shall be designed
to sense accident conditions and to initiate the operation of
systems and components important to safety." Experience at

that this criterion is undermined by improper
operator action which interferes with the completion of the
protection function automatically initiated.

TMI-2 showed

I

It

is unknown whether the valves were closed before or
63/
during the accident.
64/ Section 4.16 of IEEE Std. 279 provides that "[t]he
protection system shall be so designed that, once initiated, a
protection system shall go to completion."
-40-

Failure to require compliance with 5 4.16 of IEEE
Std. 279 at, Diablo Canyon precludes a finding of reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will be
adequately protected. Accordingly, the record should be reopened
to hear evidence on this issue.—
Contention

14

—It is

undisputed that during the

previously deemed to be qualified
during the original NRC review of the plant failed. As noted
in the contention itself, one important example was the pressurizer
level instrumentation. One of the lessons learned, therefore,

TMI-2 accident equipment

is that existing qualification programs for such equipment are
inadequate and in need of thorough review.
Environmental qualification is fundamental to NRC
66/ G.D.C. 4 provides that:
nuclear reactor regulation. —
[s]tructures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to accomodate
the effects of and to be compatible with the
environmental conditions associated with
normal operation, maintenance, testing, and

postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant
accidents.
In light of the experience at .MI, PGandE should be required to
demonstrate the adequacy of its qualification program and the
compatability of all components important to safety to operate

65/ The relevant requirements contained in NUREG-0737 are
directed toward increased operator training. As noted in
connection with Contention 12, note 58 supra, this is an insufficient response to the problem addressed by this contention.
66/ In the Hatter of Petition for Emer enc and Remedial
NRC
Action, CLI-80-21,
, at 4 (May 27, 1980).
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,l

r

the post-accident environment,

particularly to withstand the

effects of prolonged exposure to high temperatures, wide variation
in pressure, and, if core damage occurs, radiation.
The importance of this entire issue is highlighted by
the Commission's Memorandum and Order in In the Matter of Petition
for Emergenc and Remedial Action, CLI-80-21,
NRC
Although ruling that licensees have until
(May 27, 1980).
June 30, 1982 to demonstrate compliance with specific safety
67/ the Commission strongly
equipment qualification standards, —
reprimanded licensees for failure to address this issue fully
and promptly 68/ and directed the Staff to continue a "high

—

1982

67/ The Commission ruled that

all safety-related electrical

plants shall be qualified to the
Id. at 12.

DOR

68/ The Commission described a
which disclosed that

qualification

"[b]y no later than June 30,
in all operating

equipment

Guidelines or NUREG-0588."

staff

review of environmental

[a]lmost none of the equipment as yet
all aspects of the DOR guidelines which include the areas which any qualification judgment must address. Deviations
from the guidelines include such things as an
inadequate test sequence where not all of the
service conditions were addressed, incomplete
documentation of tests performed, no consideration given to aging and the fact that the component installed in the plant is not identical
to the component tested because of differences
size and materials.
examined meets

'n

Based on problems like these and the
histor of revious res onses to Commission
issuances on this sub'ect, it is obvious to
us that the nuclear industr is not devotin
the resources necessar
to solve the environmental uglification roblem.

Id. at 10-11

(em

hasis added).
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priority" review of licensees'nvironmental qualification
69/ The Commission explicitly stated that
documentation. —
"[t]hese [1982] deadlines, however, do not excuse a licensee
„70/
from the obligation to replace inadequate equipment promptly."—
PGandE should not be permitted to operate Diablo
Canyon without first demonstrating the adequacy of its safetyrelated equipment in light of the TNI-2 experience. Protection
of the health and safety of the public requires that the record
71/
in this proceeding be reopened for that purpose.—

—The

discredited
the Commission's traditional distinction between "safety" and
Contentions

15 and 16

TMI-2 accident

"nonsafety" grade systems and components. During the course
of the accident, three fundamental flaws in the existing practice

certain systems previously classified as
non-safety are, in fact, important to safety; (2) some systems
presently classified as important to safety do not meet all of
the design requirements applicable to such systems; and
(3) the design basis for judging the capability of safety systems
Although the theory underlying
has not been properly specified.
existing practice is that the failure of non-safety grade

were revealed:

(1)

69/ Id. at 12.
70/ Id.
71/ Items II.B.2, Plant Shieldin ; II.D.1, Relief and
Safety Valve Test Requirements; and II.F.l, Accident Monitorin
Instrumentation, are several of the NUREG-0737 requirements
which are relevant to this issue..
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initiate

accident, the
TMI-2 accident attests to the fact'that proper operation of the
elaborate safety systems and components remains vulnerable to
adverse interactionswith unforeseen failures of non-safety
equipment should not

or aggravate

an

grade equipment.

In

its Final

Report, the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task

that there are myriad interactions between
non-safety grade and safety grade equipment which have not
been systematically evaluated:
The interactions between non-safety grade
and safety grade equipment are numerous,
varied, and complex and have not, been systematically evaluated. Even though there is a
general requirement that failure of non-safety
grade equipment or structures should not
initiate or aggravate an accident, there is
no comprehensive and systematic demonstration
that this has been accomplished. 72/
Particularly at Diablo Canyon, where seismic activity increases
the risk of adverse interactions, there is a serious danger that
malfunction or failure of a non-safety system, such as a
control system, during normal or transient conditions could
in undesirable operating conditions and/or adversely
interact with the operation of a safety system needed for
accident prevention or mitigation. —
Force acknowledged

'esult

'2/

NUREG-0585,

(quoted

~eu

ta at

at 3-3;
).

see

also

NUREG-0578,

at

18

for a systems
limited to seismically

73/ Although the TMI Action Plan called

interaction study at Diablo Canyon, it
induced failures which interact with safety functions. The
study did not include control system failure as an initiator
and, thus, did not investigate the effects of direct (physical)
interaction of failed control systems or indirect (through
system dynamics) interaction with safety functions.
discussion in "Review and Evaluation of System Interaction
Methods," NUREG/CR-1901, at 4.2.2.
was
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74
—
/ draws

attention to an
NRC Staff member's concern that control and safety interaction
has not been properly reviewed through the licensing process
One example of special
and represents a risk to operation.
concern to the Staff member is the effect of control system
A

recent Board Notification

failures resulting from earthquakes:
[T]he Commission has failed to address, for
instance, the effects of control system
failures in operating plants due to an
Control systems are not seisearthquake.
mically qualified, and an earthquake could
cause massive failures driving the plant
to extremely unsafe conditions. Isn'
the Commission and its staff concerned
about that? The hard reality remains that
the most likely way to find out what is
wrong with the design, configuration and
qualification of control systems is for
Certainly this
something wrong to happen.
is not the correct approach to safety. 75/
Sections 3.2 of both NUREG-0578 and NUREG-0585 discuss
a long-term study to address the issue of systems interaction.
Until such a study has been conducted at Diablo Canyon,
licensing of the plant may be inimical to the health and safety
of the public. As a minimum interim measure, however, any
systems classified as non-safety but utilized at TMI-2 to perform
a safety function should be reclassified as components important
to safety

and

required to meet

all

applicable safety„grade

/

0 inion Board Notification; subject: Safety
Imply.cations of Control Systems and Plant Dynamics. The
Staff member is Demetrios L. Basdekas, Reactor Safety Engineer,
Instrumentation, Control and Power Systems Branch, RSR, RES.

Professional

Letter from Demetrios Basdekas to Rep. Morris Udall,
/
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment (May 28,
75

1980)

.
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I

design

criteria.

record in this proceeding should be reopened to
consider the issue of systems interaction and the adequacy of
any actions taken by PGandE to prevent adverse interactions at
The

Diablo Canyon.

Contention

itself,

17

—As

is stated in the contention

or aggravated by factors
which are the subject of regulatory practices (e.cC., Regulatory
Guides, Standard Review Plans, and Branch Technical Positions)
the TM1-2 accident

was caused

76/
not used in the design and regulatory evaluation of the reactor.—
Documentation of deviations from the Commission's regulations
and current regulatory practices would facilitate a determi-

nation of deficiencies in plant design and operation with
Such a review is
respect to existing Commission standards.
particularly necessary in the case of older nuclear plants, such
as Diablo Canyon,

for which the design

was completed

in the

mid-1960's, well before the majority of the current design re-

safety of Diablo Canyon, which
was designed in the 1960's, constructed in the 1970's, to operate
in the 1980's, cannot be assured without. a clear understanding
of the extent to which the plant design deviates from current
quirements were developed.

The

76/ This subject is considered in the "Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Nile Island," ~su ra
at
20, 53, 54, 65-66, and the Rogovin Commission "Report
to the Commissioners and to the Public," v. XX, part 1, at 17,
21, 38-44:

ll,
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regulatory practices.
The benefits to

derived from implementation of
the procedure have long been recognized by the NRC. By letter
be

dated June 18, 1976, former

NRR

Director

Rusche

directed that

established for documenting the bases for all
deviations from the Standard Review Plans, to be implemented
on all operating license application reviews by January 1,

procedures

—

1977. 77/

be

On

September

20, 1976, Rusche issued a memorandum

approving the procedure and directing that

it be

incorporated

in all Safety Evaluation Reports issued after January 1, 1977
78/
for plants under review for operating licenses.—
Section 110 of Public Law 98-295 requires a systematic
review of the safety of operating reactors, including documentation of deviations from the Standard Review Plan. This requirement is being extended to both near term plants and future
79/
plants through rulemaking procedures.—
In an August 14, 1980 memorandum to the Commission,
NRC General Counsel Bickwit recommended that applicants be
required to document deviations from the Standard Review Plan
as one means of improving the NRC licensing review process
and to provide "greater assurance that the regulations are
I

77/ NRR Office Letter No. 9, "Documentation
from Standard Review Plan" (June 18, 1976).

of Departures

78/ Memorandum, "Documentation of Deviations from the
Standard Review Plan" (Sept. 20, 1976).
79/ Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
(October 9, 1980).
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45 Fed.Reg.

67099

U

t

P

t

8

I

— Without such a review, the NRC has no clear
with."„80/
indication of what deviations from current regulatory practices
exist in the design of a particular facility. The absence of
such information undercuts any Commission finding that licensing
of the facility in question will not be inimical to the health
and safety of the public.
complied

On May

15, 1980, the Commission requested

an

estimate

of staff and applicant resources necessary to document deviations. In his response by memorandum dated June 13, 1980,
NRR Director Denton acknowledged the desirability of adopting
81/
such a requirement in the near future.—
Documentation of deviations should be required in
connection with PGandE'-s application for an operating license
at Diablo Canyon. The record should be reopened to hear
evidence with respect to this contention.

and

80/ Memorandum, "Compliance with Commission Regulations
Further Licensing" (August 14, 1980).

81/ Memorandum, "Compliance of Operating License Applications
with Current NRC Regulations, Regulatory Guides, and Branch
Technical Positions" (June 13, 1980).
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Joint Intervenors'otion to Reopen the Record
Is Timel
A motion to reopen the record to receive significant
new information is timely if filed prior to issuance of the full
initial decision. In the Matter of Wisconsin Electric Power
B.

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2), ALAN-85, 5 ABC
If the matter bears significantly on issues material
376 (1972).
to public and plant safety, the motion may be granted even

~Compan

if

it was

timely manner. Thus, the critical consideration is the significance of the issue raised. In the
Matter of Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-138, 6 AEC 520, 523 (1973);
Id ALAB 126 6 AEC 393 ( 1973) Id ALAB 124 6 AEC 365 ( 1973)
Joint Intervenors'otion to Reopen the Record in
the Diablo Canyon full power operating license proceeding is
timely. The licensing board has not yet issued its full initial
decision, and its issuance has been delayed as a result of
precisely the same occurrence giving rise to this application—
82/ By deferring its decision
namely, the accident at TMI-2. —
on various TMI-related issues to consider significant information arising out of the accident, the licensing board has, in
effect, acknowledged the need to examine thoroughly the experience
at TMI, to weigh its relevance to Diablo Canyon, and then to
in order to assure that issuance of a license to
apply
operate the facility will not be "inimical to the . . . health
not.

filed in

a

p

p

it

82/

Partial Initial Decision, at
-49-

9

(September

27, 1979).

and

—

safety of the public."„83/ In essence,

purpose

that is also the

of this application.

Although the accident occurred in March 1979, the
numerous investigations and studies initiated in the aftermath
of the accident to determine "what went wrong" have been completed
more

recently.

Indeed, the Commission

'

own

response

to the

it relates

to licensing proceedings has been finalized
only during the past several months with the issuance of NUREGaccident as

its

formal adoption by the Commission through the
84/ In that
December 18, 1980 Revised Statement of Policy.
document, the Commission stated that as a consequence of the
0737 and

—

TMI-2 accident supplementation

the requirements set forth in

of existing regulations with
NUREG-0737 was

necessary,

but that

parties to individual licensing proceedings would be permitted
to litigate both the necessity for and sufficiency of those
In the penultimate paragraph, the Commission
requirements.
explicitly anticipated that requests to reopen, such as the
instant application, would be filed to consider evidence on
noted that even in cases where
TMI-related issues, and

it

initial decisions
reopened upon a

83/

42

84/

See

the record should be
showing of "significant new evidence
have been issued,

2133(d); 10 C.F.R.
discussion infra at Point

U.S.C.

5

5

50.40(c).

III.

85/ The Commission stated:
[P]resent standards governing the reopening
of hearing records to consider new evidence
on TMI-related issues should be adhered to.
Thus, for example, where initial decisions
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[cont.]

„85/

h

Certainly, in this case, where no final
been issued, the application is timely.

initial decision

has

This conclusion is supported as well by the licensing

--

at the Staff's suggestion-of a decision on Joint Intervenors'ay 1979 Request to Reopen
or, in the Alternative, Request for Directed Certification.
The Staff's suggestion, which was reiterated by memorandum
to the board as recently as January 12, 1981, is apparently
premised on its judgment that the implications of the TMI-2
accident for Diablo Canyon will be better understood by the

board's continuing deferral

after the Staff

board

has completed

86/
its review.—

It seems

self-

evident, therefore, that because a ruling on Joint
TMI-related Request to Reopen was premature in January
cannot reasonably be asserted that this appliof this year,
cation with respect to other TMI-related issues must be dismissed
as untimely. Such an assertion ignores the reality that. a
thorough understanding of the accident and its relevance to or
effect on the Diablo Canyon licensing proceedings could not be
Intervenors'ending

it

attained during the limited period of

weeks

or months immediately

85/ [cont.]
have been issued, the record should not be
reopened to take evidence on some TMI-related

issue unless the party seeking reopening
shows that there is significant new evidence,
not included in the record, that materially
affects the decision.

Revised Statement

of Policy, at

9.

As of March 16, 1981, the projected date for completion
Staff of its review of TMI-related issues relative to the
Diablo Canyon full power operating license application is March 31,
1981. See "Staff Report in Response to Licensing Board's Order

86/

by the

of

March 10, 1981" (March 16, 1981).

—

following the accident. 87/ Joint Intervenors respectfully submit,
that their Motion to Reopen is timely.
Finally, the safety significance of the issues raised
—discussed at length supra at Point I.A -- mandates that this
application be granted. Where, as here, the new information in
issue is derived from studies of the most serious accident in
the history of the United States'uclear reactor program, a
question of timeliness is secondary to considerations of public
health and safety. Indeed, the issues go to the heart of the
Commission's obligations under the Atomic Energy Act.
Accordingly, Joint Intervenors urge that this Motion
to Reopen the Record be granted.

'F

THE STANDARD FOR LATE

The

FILING

CONTENTIONS 'IS SATISFIED

criteria applicable to

of contentions are set forth at

10

a

motion

C.F.R.

5

for late filing

2.714(a)(1), which

provides in part:
Nontimely filings will not be entertained
absent a determination by the Commission,
the presiding officer or the atomic safety
and licensing board designated to rule on
the petition and/or request, that the
petition and/or request should be. granted
87/ Indeed, due to the continuing litigation of seismic,
security, and low power testing issues since the September l979
Partial Initial Decision was issued, earlier consideration of
the issues which are the subject of this application would
have been very unlikely, particularly in light of the Staff's
request that the licensing board defer consideration of Joint
Intervenors'ay 1979 Request to Reopen.
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based upon a balancing
,

factors
(i) Good cause,
to file on time.

(ii)

of the following

if any,

for failure

availability- of other means
petitioner's interest will
be protected.
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably be
The

whereby the

expected to assist in developing

a sound

record.
(iv)

The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by
existing parties.
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's
participation will broaden the issues or

delay the proceeding.

Although the licensing boards have broad discretion in weighing

the various factors, In the Matter of Vir
ALAB-342,

4 NRC

(1976), the law

98

inia Electric

is clear that

each

and

of the

factors specified in g 2.714(a)(1) must be considered, and one
is not necessarily considered dispositive of the motion. In
the Matter of Lon Island Li htin Comtian (Jamesport Nuclear
Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631 (1975).
All of the criteria are satisfied here. It would be
difficult to imagine better cause for late filing of contentions
than exists in this case: the occurrence of the TMI-2 accident

after the time for submission of contentions had expired and
after the original contentions had been litigated. Although the
ra at Point I concerning the significance
of the new information arising out of the accident need not
is clearly relevant to the question of good
be repeated here,
cause under 5 2.714(a)(l). The TMI-2 accident fundamentally
altered the assumptions upon which the regulatory process had
-53extended discussion

~su

it

discredited the Commission's rigid licensing
standard that compliance with its regulations would provide the
requisite assurance of public safety. Because the accident
undercut the prevailing notions of nuclear safety to a degree
which could not have been predicted prior to its occurrence, any
claim that Joint Intervenors could or should have submitted the
contentions here in issue in 1977 or earlier is patently absurd;

been premised and

indeed, had they done so, each contention would, have. been

rejected on its face as a challenge to existing regulations.
In short, any attempt to raise and litigate the issues which are
the subject of this application would have been futile. The
TMI-2 accident, therefore, constitutes good cause for late filing
of TMI-related contentions.
The remaining .factors set forth in 10 C.F. R. g 2.714(a)(l)
are also satisfied. No other means are available to protect,
Joint Intervenors'nterest in the safety of operation of Diablo
Canyon, particularly in view of the licensing board's February 13,
Prehearing Conference Order denying the majority of
TMI-related contentions in the low power test proceeding.
1981

their

ra, this application is necessary precisely
because it, is the only means available to ensure that the
lessons learned at TMI will be applied to Diablo Canyon
prior to operation. For that reason as well, the extent
to which Joint Intervenors may reasonably be expected to assist
in developing a sound record is substantial. Their past
record in this proceeding attests both to the value of their
participation and to the good faith nature of their interest.
-54-

As

noted

~su

of their participation is heightened
of other parties to represent their interests

The importance

also by the absence
to raise issues derived from the TMI-2 accident. This is not
an instance where Joint Xntervenors would merely be presenting
cumulative evidence on issues being litigated by others; the
evidence to be adduced

is not duplicative of that already

contained in the Diablo Canyon record.
submitted the contentions embodied in

No

other party has

this application,

unless 'Joint Intervenors are, permitted to

all.

and

litigate

and

them, they

will

extent to which admission of these
contentions would delay the proceeding is not substantial. By
its February 13, 1981 order, the licensing board has recognized
Joint Intervenors'ight to discovery and a hearing on the few
contentions admitted in the low power test proceeding. In addition
not be raised at

no

The

final Initial Decision

has

yet

been issued,

the

May 1979

not been decided, and the seismic and
security issues are still pending before the Appeal Board. Xn
any event, the relevant issues would be broadened and the proceeding
delayed ~onl to the extent demonstrated by the TMI-2 accident
Request

to

Reopen has

to protect the health and safety of the public.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C. 5 2133(d), sanctions
See Power Reactor Develo ment Com an v. International
no less.
Union of Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers, AFL-CXO, 367 U-S.

to

be necessary

S.ct.. 1529, 1530 (1961).
Each of the factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a)(l)
weighs heavily in the balance in favor of admitting Joint Inter396, 398, 81

venors'MI-related contentions.
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Accordingly, this Motion

to

Reopen

embodied

the Fecord should be granted and the contentions

in

it admitted

in this proceeding.

JOINT INTERVENORS'MI-RELATED CONTENTIONS
ARE PROPER SUBJECTS FOR HEARING UNDER
THE COMMISSION'S DECEMBER 18, 1980 REVISED
STATEMENT OF POLICY .AND APPLICABLE
PROVISIONS OF FEDERAL LAW

in detail at point I ~su ra, all of the
contentions included as part of this application arise out of
As

discussed

the TMI-2 accident and focus on issues which are important to

they are proper subjects for hearing under
the guidance provided by the Commission in its December 18,
1980 Revised Statement of Policy and under applicable pro88/
visions of federal law.—

safety.

As such,

88/ The interpretation of the Revised Statement, of Policy
enunciated by the licensing board in its Diablo Canyon low
power test proceeding Prehearing Conference Order (February 13,
1981) is consistent, with neither the language, history, nor
purpose of the document and cannot be reconciled with relevant
provisions of federal law. For these reasons, elaborated
herein, Joint Intervenors respectfully submit that the board's
interpretation and application of the Revised Policy Statement
is erroneous as a matter of law and, therefore, should not
control the disposition of this application.
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A.

Revised Statement of Polic

explicit

of the Revised Policy
Statement and the background leading to, and fundamental
purpose for, its issuance are consistent with this interpre89/
tation. In' Statement of Policy issued June 16, 1980, — the
Commission majority —over the objections of Commissioners
Bradford and Gilinsky -- imposed a strict limitation on the
jurisdiction of licensing and appeal boards to entertain
contentions. Specifically, the Commission stated that:
Both the

language

TMI-related "Requirements For

The

Operating Licenses"

New

[NUREG-0694] adopted

herein can,

in terms of their relationship to existing
Commission regulations, be put in two
categories:
(1) those that interpret,
refine or quantify the general language
of existing regulations, and (2) those
that supplement the existing regulations
by imposing requirements in addition to
specific ones already contained therein.
the second category—
supplementation of existing regulations —is concerned, boards are
to apply the new requirements unless
they are challenged, but they may
litigate only to a limited extent.
Specifically, the boards may entertain
contentions asserting that the supplementation is unnecessary (in
full or in part) and they may entertain
contentions that one or more of the
supplementary requirements are not

Insofar

as

entertain contentions assertin that
add>.tional su lementation is re uz.red.
The board's authorit to raise issues
sua s onte shall be sub'ect to the
same

89/

See

limxtatz.ons. * " *

note

19

~su

90

ra.

90/ "Statement of policy," ~su ra, at 7-8 (emphasis added).
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still further

forbidding the licensing
onte into other issues, in apparent
boards to inquire sua
disregard of the established principle that such boards are
authorized to consider and resolve serious safety questions
not raised by parties to a proceeding. In the Matter of
even
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant, Units
The Commission went

by

~s

if

ll

As Commissioner
NRC 227, 230 (1980).
2), ALAB-560,
Bradford stated in his dissent:
(A]s a result of the Commission's
actions, the only group that will be
permitted to contest the questions at,
issue here will be the industry. Thus,
those who have had the greatest say
in shaping the Action Plan will now
be able to challenge its requirements
further, while those who have had no
wall be foreclosed
sa in shapin
from challen in the ver re uirements

and

it

comment on.

91

Almost immediately, however, members of the Commission

to soften the seemingly inflexible limitation
In a
on jurisdiction enunciated in the Policy Statement.
letter dated June 30, 1980 to Congressman Morris Udall, Chairman
of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, NRC
Chairman Ahearne stated that the Commission's Policy Statement
"does not, in any way diminish intervenors'resent rights to
litigate TMI-related issues" before the licensing boards, but,
in fact, effects a change "in the direction of permitting

majority

(~em

began

91/ Id., Dissenting Views of Commissioner Bradford, at
basis added) .

-5S-

2

1

parties to raise more issues, not fewer." In order to allay
fears that the rights of a party to raise relevant contentions
would be improperly

limited, the

Chairman concluded:

recognizes that a policy
statement does not have the force and
effect of law but merely indicates a
policy which the Commission intends to
apply in the future. In the future,
should any questions be raised before
the Commission itself under Appendix B
regarding the validity of any part
of the policy statement as applied to
a particular case, the Commission
recognizes its obligation to consider
the question and reply on the state
of the record before it.

The Commission

July 25, 1980, the Union of Concerned Scientists
and the Shoreham Opponents Coalition filed with the Commission
a request, for a stay of the Policy Statement, alleging principally
that the Statement of Policy had improperly cut off the rights
of intervenors to raise contentions that the public health and
On

92/
safety require more than .the items contained in NUREG-0694.—
By,a 2-2 vote, the Commission denied the stay on November 3,
1980, but each of the Commissioners suggested that contentions
going beyond NUREG-0694 could be considered in individual
licensing proceedings. Commissioners Ahearne and Hendrie

stated that "to the extent that intervenors present sound
reasons for the Commission to address the merits of their
contentions . . . the Commission should consider all relevant
Re Statement of Polic : Further Commission Guidance
NRC
Ooeratin Licenses, ALAB- ,
Reactoe
on Power
Hendrie,
Commissioner
and
Ahearne
Chairman
of
Views
Separate
1980).
(November
2
at
3,
sl. op.

92/ In
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matters

-- e.g.,

the pleadings before

it,

etc.,
—
litigated."„93/

NUREG-0694,

in determining whether the contentions should be
Commissioners Gilinsky and Bradford filed separate views in
which they restated their opinions that any limitation of

.

the June 20, 1980 Policy
94/
Statement would, be not only unfair and unwise, but illegal.,—
On December 3, 1980, the explicit limitation contained

contentions based

on NUREG-0694 and

in the Policy Statement was challenged once again in a Request
for Directed Certification to the Commission filed by Joint
Intervenors in the Diablo Canyon low power test proceeding on
the ground that, certain contentions should be admitted which,
although beyond the scope of NUREG-0694, bore directly on the
fundamental question of safety of operation of the Diablo
Canyon facility. Specifically, the contentions related to
emergency planning, quality assurance, and class 9 accident
analysis.

93/ Xd. at

4

n.5.

94/ Denial of the petition was appealed to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. Union of Concerned Scientists,
et al. v. U.S. Nuclear Re ulator Commission, No. 80-1962
(D.C. Cir. 1980). However, the appeal was withdrawn. by stipulation as moot in January 1981 in light of the Commission's
December 18, 1980 Revised Statement of Policy. Paragraph 3
of the stipulation provides that:

All parties to individual licensing prop

tary requirements addressed by the Revised
added.)
Policy Statement.
(~Em hasis
-60-

—

That application was denied on December 22, 95/ but
only after the Commission on December 18 had withdrawn the
June 16 Policy Statement and issued its Revised Statement of

Policy, primarily because "the Commission has now had more time
to reflect upon the distinction between interpretive and
supplementary requirements, as originally set forth in NUREG„96/ Through this
0694 and as modified in NUREG-0737 . . . ."

—

revision, the Commission removed the fundamental defect from
the June 16 Policy Statement —namely, the artificial and
arbitrary limitation of licensing board jurisdiction —and
explicitly provided for the right of parties to litigate the
sufficiency of NUREG-0737 requirements. In direct contrast to
the procedure enunciated in the original Policy Statement, the
Commission, announced that "parties may challenge either the

95/ By one page order, the Commission denied the Request

for Directed Certification, relying solely on the
Statement of Policy. The Commission stated:

Revised

the request because
the Licensing Board now has the authority
to rule on the issues raised by Joint
Intervenors. See "Statement of Policy:
Further Commission Guidance for Power
Reactor Operating Licenses," CLI-80-42,

The Commission denies

12 NRC

—— (December

18, 1980).

Conse-

not raise
quently, this
as to
circumstances
such exceptional
involvement
extraordinary
warrant the
of the Commission at this stage of the
I'Cit. omit. ]
proceeding.
motion does

96/ "Revised Statement of Policy," supra,
Order, at 3.
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Memorandum and

necessity for or sufficiency of [the

NUREG-0737

„97/
requirements]."—

revision would have been unnecessary
had the Commission intended no change in the scope of TMI-related
contentions which the licensing and appeal boards are empowered
to entertain. Similarly, had the Commission sought merely to
expand that jurisdiction to include contentions "directly
related" to NUREG-0737 requirements,
clearly could and would
have done so explicitly. Ho such limitation appears in the document.
The December 18

it

Instead, the Commission recognized the right of parties
in individual licensing proceedings to litigate the sufficiency
of NUREG-0737 requirements, just as
previously had authorized
challenges to their necessity.
Because Joint Intervenors,
through many of the contentions in issue here, seek more stringent
measures in response to the TMI-2 accident than those embodied

it

97/ Id. at. 8. In addition, the Commission proposed the
following three-part test:
would be useful
It
the. parties in taking
a position on such requirements stated
(a) the nexus of the issue to the TMI-2
accident, (b) the significance of the
issue, and, (c) any differences between
their positions and the rationale underlying the Commission consideration of
additional TMI-related requirements. It
would be helpful
any certifications
of questions regarding such positions to
the Commission included the same information and such certifications are encouraged
where Boards are in doubt as to the
Commission's intentions in approving
NUREG-0737.
The Atomic Safety and
Licensing and Appeals Boards'resent
authority to raise issues sua soonte under
10 C.F.R. 2.760a extends to both categories.
Id-

if

if

of the Commission's TMI-related supplementary requirements.
Accordingly, the Joint Intervenors'ontentions are proper
subjects for hearing.

Administrative Procedure Act
Issuance of the Revised Statement of Policy by the
Commission indicates its recognition of the fact that, under
the Administrative Procedures Act, 98/ there are ~onl two ways
in which the Commission or any other administrative agency can
create binding precedent, to be followed prospectively by all
persons involved: (1) rulemaking and (2) adjucation. 99/ A
common element of each is the right, of all interested parties
to be heard on any issue relevant to a matter in controversy;
the failure of an agency to respect the public's right, to
participate in the promulgation of substantive regulations
renders the purported regulations invalid. Chamber of Commerce
of the United States v. Occupational Safet and Health AdminisF.2d
tration,
, 1980 OSHD ',[24,596 at 30,191 (D.C. Cir.
July 10, 1980); Jose h v. United States Civil Service Commission,
554 F.2d 1140, 1153-54 (D.C. Cir. 1977); American Iron and
Steel Institute v. Environmental Protection A enc , 568 F.2d
284, 292 (3d Cir. 1977); Dow Chemical, USA v. Consumer Product
B.

—

~

Safet.

Commission,

98/
99/

459 F.Supp.

—

378, 390 (W.D. La. 1978);

5

U.S.C. 55 551 et.

5

U.S.C. 55 553, 556-57.

sece.
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v. Marshall, 441 F.Supp. 1110, 1119
(E.D. La. 1977); National Retired Teachers Ass'n v. United
States Postal Service, 430 F.Supp. 141, 148 (D.D.C. 1977),

Crown

Zellerbach Cor

aff'd,

593 F.2d 1360

Daniels,

418 F.Supp.

.

(D.C.

Cir. 1979); United States v.

1074, 1079 (D.S.D. 1976); Cerro Metal

Products v. Marshall, 467 F.Supp. 869, 882 (E.D. Pa.

100/
1979).—

The fundamental .purposes and benefit of the notice
procedures have been recognized repeatedly by
comment
and
F.2d
See Chamber of Commerce v. OSHA,
courts.
the
1980);
Cir.
10,
D.C.
July
at
DSHD
))24,596,
1980
American Sus Ass'n v. Unrted States, 627 F.2d 525, 528,
533-34 (D.C. Cir. 1980); Brown Ex ress, Inc. v. United States,
607 F.2d 695, 701 (5th Cir. 1979) . In Chamber of Commerce,

the D.C. Court of Appeals explained:
The Assistant Secretary should not treat
the procedural obligations under the APA
as meaningless ritual. Parties affected
by the proposed legislative rule are the
obvious beneficiaries of proper procedures.

Prior notice and an opportunity to
comment permit them to voice their objections before the agency takes final action.
Congress enacted 5 U.S.C. 5553 in part
to "'afford adequate safeguards to private
interests.'" [Citations omitted] Given
the lack of supervision over agency
decisionmaking that can result from
judicial deference and congressional "Reinattention, see Cutler & Johnson,
gulation and the Political Process," 84
Yale L.J. 1395 (1975), this protection,
as a practical matter, may constitute
an affected party's only defense mechanism.
An agency also must not forget, however,
that it too has much to gain from the
assistance of outside parties. Congress
recognized that an agency's "'knowledge
is rarely complete, and it must learn the
viewpoints of those whom the regulation will affect. . . . [Public] participation . . . in the rule-making process
is essential in order to permit admin- [cont.]
-64-

of the documents relevant to this application —i.e., "TMX Action Plan," NUREG-0694, NUREG-0737,
the June 16 Statement of Policy, or the December 18 Revised
Statement of Policy -- was submitted for\ public notice and
Because

none

the Commission is precluded from imposing inflexible
rules or requirements based upon any one or a combination of
Although the Administrative Procedure Act excludes
those documents.
101/
statements of policy from its notice and comment requirements,—
such exceptions are to be narrowly construed and are not

comment,

100/[cont.]

istrative

agencies to inform,themselves
[Citations omitted]

Finally, and most important of all, highhanded agency rulemaking is more than

just offensive to our basic notions of
democratic government; a failure to
seek at least the acquiescence of the
governed eliminates a

vital ingredient

for effective administration action.
See Hahn, "Procedural Adequacy in

Decisionmaking: A
Unified Formulation" (pt. 1), 30 Ad.
L. Rev. 467, 500-04 (1978) Chartingchanges in policy direction with the
aid of those who will be affected by
the shift in course helps dispel suspicions
'dministrative

of agency predisposition, unfairness,
arrogance, improper influence, and ulterior
motivation. Public participation in a
legislative rule's formulation decreases
will attempt
the likelihood that opponents
'
implementation
rule
the
to sabotage
and enforcement. [Citations omitted.]
at

1980 OSHD

101/

5

U. S. C.

5

553 (b) .
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to

be

utilized

whenever an agency

finds

them inconvenient.

American Bus Ass'n v. U.S., 627 F.2d 525, 528 (D.C.

Cir.

1980); United States Steel Cor oration v. Environmental

Protection A enc , 595 F.2d 207, 214 (5th Cir. 1979);
Humana of South Carolina v. Califano, 590 F.2d 1070, 1082
(D.C. Cir. 1978); Jose h v. United States Civil Service
1152-54

Cir. 1977).

The

Commission,

554 F.2d 1140,

fact that

to characterize its
statement of policy is not dispositive because

action

(D.C.

an agency may have chosen

as a

the "label that.

a

particular

agency puts upon

exercise of administrative power is not

rather

it is

Broadcastin

what the agency does
S

.

.

.

its

given

conclusive;

in fact." Columbia

stem v. U.S., 316 U.S. 407, 416, 62 S.C5.
I

(1942); Brown Ex ress, Inc. v. United States, 607 F.2d
of Labor,
695, 700.(5th Cir. 1979); Lewis-Mota v. Secretar

1194

Certainly, an agency
may not lawfully promulgate substantive rules in the guise
of a policy statement to deny the public's right of participation.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. v. F.P.C., 506 F.2d 33 (1974);
No. 78-2221
F.
Chamber of Commerce v. OSHA,
469 F.2d 478, 481 (2d

Cir. 1972).

2d,

(July 10, 1980) .
This principle is borne out by the decisions of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit which have considered
in detail the crucial distinction between substantive regulations —for which notice and comment are required -- and
general statement of policy —for which they are not.
'

The

leading case

on

this issue is Pacific

Gas and

Electric

v. Federal Power Commission, 506 F.2d 33 (D.C. Cir.
1974), where the court ruled that "[a]n agency cannot escape
its responsibility to present evidence and reasoning supporting

Com an

its

substantive rules by announcing binding precedent in
the form of a general statement of policy." Id. at 38-39.
The court defined the two types of pronouncements as follows:
A properly adopted substantive rule
establishes a standard of conduct which
has the force of law. In subsequent
administrative proceedings involving
a substantive rule, the issues are whether
the adjudicated facts conform to the
rule and whether the rule should be
waived or applied in that particular
instance. The underl in olic
embodied in the rule is not enerall
sub ect to challen e before the a enc
A general statement of policy, on
the other hand, does not establish a
"binding norm." It is not fully determinative of the issues or rights to
is addressed. The agency
which
cannot apply or rely upon a general
statement of policy as law because a
general statement of policy only
announces what the agency seeks to
establish as policy. A policy statement announces the agency's intentions
for the future. When the agency
applies the policy in a particular
must be prepared to
situation,
the
support the policy just. as
policy statement had never been issued.

it

it

Id.

(footnotes omitted;

pronouncement

to

if

~em

hasis added). For

fall legitimately within

a

particular

the general statement
s

of policy exception, the issuing agency must include a caveat
that the pronouncement "is subject to complete attack before
102/
is finally applied in future cases." Id. at 39.—

it

102/ Although the court in .Pacific Gas found that the
order z.n issue was properly characterized as a "general state-

[cont.]

-'6 7—

This language was cited with approval recently in
American Bus Ass'n v. United States, 627 F.2d 525, 529 (D.C.
Cir., 1980), where the court rejected a contention of the

Interstate Commerce Commission that its pronouncement entitled
"Revised Policy Concerning Applications for Operating Authority
to Handle Traffic to and from Points in Canada" was a general
'tatement of policy. After reviewing the purposes of the APA's
notice and comment requirements, the relevant legislative
history, and the definition of general statement of policy set
forth in Pacific Gaa and Electric, ~su ra, 103/ the court noteG

—

102/ [cont.]
ment

of policy,"

on language
it relied itsexplicitly
tentative nature:

the order which indicated

[T]he Commission announced

it

.

.

.

the

contained in

"proposes
curtailment policy which
to implement," the plan "preferred by
the Commission," which "will serve as
a guide in other proceedings."
506 F.2d at 40. Moreover, the order specifically provided
that. "[when] applied in specific cases, opportunity will
be afforded interested parties to challenge or support this
policy through factual or legal presentation as may be
appropriate in the circumstances presented." ()uoted in
506 F.2d at 40.
103/ The court also cited Pickus v. U.S. Board of Parole,
507 F.2d 1107 (D.C. Cir. 1974), where an attempt by the U.S.
Parole Board to change the criteria governing granting of
paroles through issuance of a "policy statement" never
submitted for public notice and comment was rejected by
the court. In holding that the guidelines in question were
not "general statements of policy," the court observed that

they

of a kind calculated to have a
substantial effect on ultimate parole

were

decisions

.

.

.

.

Although they
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which the courts have employed in deciding
whether an agency's pronouncement is a policy statement or
two

'

criteria

it

"acts prospectively,"
"binding norm": first, whether
because a "statement of policy may not have a present effect";
"genuinely leaves the agency and its
and second, whether
decision-makers free to exercise discretion," because a
"purported, policy statement which did not do so could not be an
'announce[ment of] the general policy which the Commission

it

to establish in subsequent proceedings.'acific Gas, 506
F.2d at. 41, but would, impermissibly, be a 'binding norm.'" 627
F.2d at 529. Applying this analysis, the court, in American Bus
concluded, that neither criterion was satisfied, because the
"clear purport" of the policy statement in issue was (1) that
"without further action by the Commission and effective immediately" certain substantive changes in the rights of interested
persons were to be effective, and (2) that the pronouncement
was to be binding, abolishing administrative discretion rather

hopes

103/[cont.]
provide no formula for parole determinathe
tion, they cannot help but focus Boarddecisionmaker's attention on the
approved criteria. They thus narrow
his field of vision, minimizing the
influence of other factors and
encouraging decisive reliance upon
factors whose significance might have
been differently articulated had
[section 553 of the APA] been followed.
Id. at 1112-13. Thus, the court concluded, the guidelines
"are substantive agency action, for they define a fairly
tight framework to circumscribe the Board's statutorily broad

power."

Id.
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4

than merely "announcing the agency's
104/
Xd. at 531-32.—

tentative intentions,

Still more

recently, in Chamber of Commerce of
the United States v. OSHA et al.,
F.2d
, 1980 OSHD
<[24,596 (D.C. Cir. July 10, 1980), the Occupational Health
and Safety Administration claimed that. its so-called "interpretive rule and general statement of policy," which declared
discriminatory an employer's failure to compensate employees
'for time spent on safety inspections, was exempt from the
notice and comment requirements of the APA. The court rejected
dismissed
both of the agency's characterizations.
First,
OSHA's characterization-of the "walk around rule" as a general
statement of policy because OSHA descriptions of the rule's
effect "announce[d] a definite and final rule, not a general
and unsettled proposition." Xd. at 30, 189-90, n. 4. Xn

it

104/ See also Re ular Common Carrier Conference v. United
States, 628 F.2d 248 (D.C. Cir. 1980) . Issued five days

following American Bus Association, this decision is once
The court
again predicated upon the Pacific Gas standard.
first noted the Xnterstate Commerce Commission's "baffling
failure in issuing a policy statement to say plainly that
the agency is only 'announc[ing] the general policy which
the Commission hopes to establish in subsequent
omit.], and that that announcement 'leave[s] the
proceedings,'cit.

administrator free to exercise his informal
Id. at 251. In finding applicable the general
statement of policy exception, the court relied upon the
following significant characteristics of the statement in
issue: (1)
expressed the Commission's obligation to
was framed
determine case by case the disputed issue; (2)
in terms of presumptions, which are "by their nature tentative
and rebuttable," id. at 251; and (3) taken as a whole,
its very purpose was to restore discretion rather than to
abolish it. Finally, the court also noted that issuance
of the statement had been preceded by notice and an opportunity
for public comment.
-70discretion,'cit.omit.].."

it

it

addition, the rule

itself,

the court stated,

"establishes

a

policy statement must,
'leave[ ) the agency and its decision-, makers free to exercise
discretion.'cit. omit.]" Id. Second, the court disagreed
with OSHA's contention that the rule was interpretive in nature,
binding norm, and thus does not, as

thus exempting

it from the

APA

a

requirements,

because

the agency's

clear intent through the regulation was "to supplement the
Act, not simply to construe it, and therefore the regulation
must be treated as a legislative rule." Id. at 30, 191.
As such, the court held, the rule "must be vacated for failure
to comply with the procedures specified by the Administrative
Procedure Act . . . ." Id.
Imposition of an inflexible limitation on the right
of intervenors to submit relevant contentions in a nuclear
facility licensing proceeding would unquestionably constitute
a significant change in their substantive rights.
If not submitted for public notice and comment, such a limitation would

.

invalid under the decisions discussed above. The purpose
of the Revised Statement of Policy was to remove just such a
limitation and to provide intervenors an opportunity to be heard
on all significant matters arising out of the TMI-2 accident
that are relevant to particular licensing applications.

be

applied consistent with those purposes, the
Revised Statement of Policy properly falls within the "general
statement of policy" exception of the APA, as
has been applied
in the foregoing decisions.
interpreted to require a
"direct" relationship to NUREG-0737 requirements, however, the

Interpreted

and

it

If
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is invalid for failure of the Commission
with the notice and comment provisions of that statute.

Revised Policy Statement

to comply

Accordingly, application of the December 18, 1980
Revised Statement of Policy consistent. with the APA and judicial
requires the conclusion that Joint Interdecisions construing
venors'MI-related contentions are proper subjects for hearing

it

in this proceeding.
of the Atomic Ener Act of 1954
105/
Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act, of 1954—
guarantees to all interested parties the right to a
to issuance, revocation, suspension, or amendment of
C.

Section

189

hearing'rior

license where
105/

'06/

42

a

—

hearing is requested. 106/

U.S.C.

5

a

Brooks v. Atomic Ener

2239 (a)

provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
Hearing and judicial review
g 2239.
(a) In'ny proceeding under .this chapter,
for the granting, suspending, revoking,
or amending of any license or construction permit, or application to transfer
control, and in any proceeding for the
issuance or modification of rules and
regulations dealing with the activities
of licensees... the Commission shall
grant a hearing upon the request of any
person whose interest may be affected by
the proceeding, and shall admit any
such person as a party to such proceeding.
.The Commission shall hold a hearing after
once
thirty days'otice and publication
in the Federal Register, on each application under section 2133 or 2134(b) of
this title for a construction permit for

Section

a

189

facility,

and on any

section 2134(c) of this
-72-

application under
title for a

476 F.2d 924,

Commission,

Westin house

Electric

Cor

Hossler v. U.S. Nuclear
1980
The
was

Re

926

Cir.

(D.C.

1973)

(per curiam);

oration v. U.S. Nuclear

ulator

Re

ulator

F.2d

Commission,

Nucl.Reg.Rptr. '120,167 (Nov. 19, 1980) (per curiam).
legislative history of this section indicates that "it
Congress'ntent to lessen the mandatory hearing requireCCH

ment only when there was no request

v. Atomic

Emer

It is

for

Commission, 476 F.2d

a

hearing."

Brooks

at 927.

well settled that, the hearing right guaranteed

by Section 189(a) applies even where the Commission determines
that the proposed action involves "no significant hazards

consideration." First established in Brooks, this principle
has recently been reaffirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit in Shell and Bossier ~su ra wh,ere the court
considered and held unlawful the NRC policy of "making immediately
s

106/ [cont.]

construction permit for a testing facility.
In cases where such'a construction permit
has been issued following the holding of
such a hearing, the Commission may, in
the absence of a request therefor by any
person whose interest may be affected,
issue an operating license or'n amendment to a construction permit or an
amendment to an operating license without
a hearing, but upon thirty days'otice
and publication with respect to any
application for an amendment to a construction permit or an amendment to an
operating license upon a determination
by the Commission that the amendment
involves no significant hazards considera-

tion.
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effective license amendments without holding a hearing, even
though petitioners request one, whenever the NRC finds that the
amendment involves 'no significant hazards consideration.'"
1980 CCH

Nucl. Reg.Rptr. at 16,949. At issue
to the operating license for Unit

was an

of the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant authorizing the venting of
hydrogen gas from the containment building into the atmosCiting
phere as part of the decontamination process.
Brooks, the court, first concluded that the doctrine of stare
decisis compelled the conclusion that a determination of
"no significant hazards consideration" did not obviate the
hearing right. Second, the court considered in detail'he
legislative history of Section 189(a) and concluded that
"there is no ambiguity in the legislative history of the
text of 5 189(a) with respect to the question before this
court . . . ." Id. at 16,952 n. 24. Finally, because of
the unambiguous character of the statute and legislative
history, the court stated that "deference to the
and NRC] interpretations would be inappropriate in
this case." Id. at 16,953 n. 26.
A binding limitation on the scope of TMI-related
contentions which Intervenors may submit relevant to a pending
operating license application clearly infringes their right.
to a hearing under Section 189. Even if premised on the
Commission's view that the requirements of NUREG-0737 provide
sufficient assurance of safety -- a finding analogous to that
amendment

2

agencies'AEC
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of "no significant hazards consideration" in the foregoing
cases -- such a limitation is an improper basis for denial
of a hearing. Nor can the fact that a hearing is granted with
resoect to certain issues validate a complete denial as to others.
Thus, Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act requires
that the Revised Policy Statement be interpreted and applied
in accord with its plain meaning -- that parties be permitted
to challenge "both the necessity for and the sufficiency of"
107/ Joint Intervenors'MI-related
NUREG-0737 requirements.
contentions are, therefore, proper subjects for hearing in

—

this proceeding.

IV
CONCLUSION

Occurrence

of the TMI-2 accident after the

full

operating license proceeding record had been closed and
the deadline established for filing of contentions had passed

power

constitutes significant new evidence justifying reopening
of the record and good cause for late filing of contentions.
All of the contentions which are the subject of this application are TMI-related and focus on issues demonstrated at
As such, they are proper subjects
TMI to be important to safety.
for hearing in this proceeding under the Commission's Revised

ie7/ "Revised Statement of policy,"
-75-

~su

raat

8.,

Statement of Policy, the Administrative Procedure Act, and

Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act.

stated herein, Joint Intervenors
respectfully urge that, this Notion to Reopen the Record in
the Diablo Canyon full power operating license proceeding
be granted and the contentions set forth ~su ra at 6-10
be admitted for hearing.
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